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WAGED IN THE
One of the greatest victories of the war is claimed today by Ger- many. The Berlin official statement contains thesa words:
"The Russian offensive against Silesia and Posen has completely
broken down. In the whole of Poland the enemy was forced to retreat

after fierce and stubborn frontal battles, and is being pursued every- where."
BOTH THE ALLIES AND TEUTONS
A
statement from Berlin speaks confidently of the sit
CLAIM THEY ARE BEING
uation in th east, and says that the Austrians appear to have achiev- VICTORIOUS
their first actual successes against the Russians in the last few days,
in western Galicia.
London, Dc. 17. The German navPetrograd admits that the German flanking movements threaten the
al raid on the east coast of England
Russian
lines of communication and that it has been, necessary for 4
has had the effect of stimulating rethe Russians to draw back .their lines in certain sections but it gives
cruiting in the British Isles. The
no Intimation of such reverses as" are reported from Berlin.
number of men joining the
The great battle in the ' west, which is being carried on most
cfiora today is attributed almost solein Belgium and northwestern France, is the subject of con- fiercely
ly to this cause. In the western arw.a
claims. The German war office announces that the allies
flicting
of the war, especially in Flanders,
have made new attacks, but that they have been beaten back with
the roles of contending armies wou'd
losses. The French statement says several German trenches
heavy
appear today to have been clearly rein
have been captured by infantry assaults, and that at
Belgium
f
voked. A.l the recent official on-iother points to the south and eas the artillery fre has done effec-Uio
Usued
itaicatio.i',
by both,
'
tive work.
and l'a Germans, refer io He
Four
steamers
were
sunk by mines off the east coast of Euglanl
a'' ed offensive from Ypres fo lbs sea
in
the
covered
yesterday 'by the raiding German warships.
Co-- sequen'.ly
territory
tie Gerniatm are on the
4 These vessels were said in England to have scattered mines to cover
defensive.'
their retreat.
A British squadron still is standing
Seventy-fou- r
tvero killed and 14 wounded, according to the
and!
has aided the attack
off the coast
best
figures now obtainable, in tbe raid on the east coast of England
in the vicinity of Nieuport, but noyesterday by German warships. The heaviest losses were in Hartle- where has marked progress been notpool, where the British information bureau says 55 persons were kill- ed. It may be said, nevertheless, that
and 115 wounded. Unofficial reports give the casualties in Scar- ed
the attempt of the allies to push the
at 17 killed and 39 wounded, and in Whitby at two killed and
borough
out
has
Germans
of Belgium definitely
two wounded.
begun and that the results so far recThe success of the Germans in making their way past the line of
orded in Flanders have converted the
British warships' and through mine fields and in escaping after the
German line into a series of tenaciously-hbombardment leaves England subject to another attactt, preparations
a
eld
than
position's, rather
4
for which are under way. Berlin Is elated, ftndtbe newspapers there
alAt
front
many points
straight
hint that the exploit may be the prelude to greater events in future.
lied wedges have been driven, in.
Russia's Caucasian army is halving frequent encounters with tne
Russia claims to have checked for
Turks, but often the statements are of such sharp variance that it is
the moment the movement of the
difficult to form an opinion as to what is happening. The Russian
Austrians across the Carpathian passtaff states that the Turks, reinforced, assumed the offensive
has
also
she
general
contends
that
she
ses;
toin the Van region, Armenia, but were beaten decisively. The Turkish
pushed the Germans farther back
statment says that these battles aesulted "in our favor."
ward the east Prussian frontier, at
44.
the northern extremity of the eastern
the
of
front. West
Warsaw, however,
Germans continue their advance.
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BLISS WARNS MAYTO-RENFORCES NOT TO FIRE
ACROSS THE LINE

ROB BED A
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WEST SIDE

N

MAN IS GIVEN

DAYS IN WHICH TO
PENT HIS DEED

BUSY
COAST TOWNS APE PREPARING
FOR ANOTHER ATTACK
FROM TH5 SEA
Loudon, Dec. 17. 'f lie crippling of
telephony and telegraph wires yesterday in the raid on the three ports on
the east coast of England by German
cruisers," together with the precautions thrown about these towns by the
police and the military authorities,
made it possible, etea today, more
than 24 hours after the shelling of
Scarborough, Hartlepool and Whitby,
to obtain more than an approximate
estimate of the civilian dead and
.

wounded.

;

According to an cfficlat statement
given out today 55 persons met death
in Hartlepool, while 11$ were wounded. At Scarborough 17 dead and 30
wounded were the toll.. Both official
estimates place the
and unofficial
t two: dead and
Whitby casualties
- '
two wounded.
Of the Hartlepool casualties seven
of the dead were soldiers, while of the
the miliwounded 14 men belonged-ttary. The maximum ,yf wounded is
This "docs
close on to 150 ra-"

who bandaged' their own hurts

DAY

IN

NINETY
RE-

CHAMBERS

TWO

BIO

BANKS

CHIEF OF STAFF WILL TAKE PER GOES FROM ONE TO THE OTHER
SONAL CHAfTGE OF THE NEGO-IN A SPEEDY RACING AU- TIATIONS
.
TOTiOBILE

EXECUTIONS

MUST

CEASE A

POLE

IS

HIS

UNDOING

.

JUDGE LEAHY HEARS SEVERAL
MATTERS
AND HANDS
DOWN DECISIONS

MORE

CINCINNATI ROBBER
MJKC
DIME NOVEL BAD MEN LOOK
LIKE MONKEYS

A

GENERAL SCOTT ON HIS WAY HE LOOTS

VESSELS

and left town on the first train.
England Is Angry
Bristling with wrath and resentment at thla attack on unfortified
towns, England is asttr today as never
before since war was declared. Another raid is confidently expected, and
the entire machinery of home defense
has been put in motion. On the east
and the southeast coast of England
UNIONS IMPUHTED ARFJS DAUGHTER MAY SEND
emergency committee are at work,
'
The German Statement
while in London plans to organize a
Berlin, Dec. 17 (by wireless to LonFATHER TO GALLOWS national guard of men too old for milINTO CANON CITY
don). Army headquarters, today isitary service are under way.
:
sued the following;
Naturalized Germani Arrested
'
All naturalized Germans in the sea"Yesterday the French continued EVIDENCE TO THAT EFFECT IS HE SLEW HER YOUNG HUSBAND
WHEN LATTER TOLD OF
their attacks at Nieuport without sucBROUGHT OUT IN A MURport of Sunderland, a short distance
THEIR MARRIAGE
north of the English coast towns
cess. Attacks were attempted at
DER TRIAL
which were bombarded by the Gerand LaBassee,. but were re17.
Y
William
the
to
Dec.
N.
osses
mans yesterday, were arrested over
New
with
Dec.
City,
Canon City, Colo.,
heavy
pulsed
enemy. The intention of the French state today introduced evidence in the V. Cleary, formerly town clerk of night, according to a dispatch pubto throw a bridge over the Alsne at triai 0f seven strikers charged with Haverstraw, was placed on trial here lished by the Exchange Telegraph
Soissona was prevented by our ariil- the murder of William King, intended today, charged with shooting to death company.
A number of victims at Hartlepool
lery. French earthworks to the east to show that rifles, revolvers and am- - Eugene Newman, his daughter's child:
of Rheims were destroyed.
munition were shipped into this coun- - hoed playmate and sweetheart, when were wbinen and children. Fifteen
"There, is no news on the east and ty shortly before the attack upon the Newman called to inform him on July school boys were killed by a single
west Prussian fronts. The Russian chandler mine last April in which 23 Jast, that he ana miss weary uuu shell, only one boy in a group escapbeen married a few days before.
offensive against Silicla and Posen ;King wa8 kiUed
ing. Ten persons were killed by the
u, collapse of a building in which they
has completely brouen down in the Witnesses testified that arms were! Anna Cleary Newman, agea
whole of Poland and the enemy was purchased in Pueblo, Canon City, 'daughter of the defendant and widow had taken shelter. One" shell damag,
forced to retreat after fierce and stub-- Florence and West Cliffe on orders of the man he is charged with slaying. ed a building five miles from shore.
is
and
pur
being
from tne Florence local of the United t entered the court room clad in deep
born frontal battles,
The Olga Is Lost
Mine Workers of America. Testimony mourning when the case was called
sued everywhere..
- Vas
Ponorthern
In
introduced which the prosecution and took a seat witla the railings.
Scarborough, Dec. 17 (via Loudon).
"During the fighting
land on the previous day the bravery claimed showed that the arms were Both state and derense asserted that -- The steamer Princess Olga, bound
of the west Prussian regiments gain, elivered at Rockvale, paid for with she would testify in their behalf. She for Aberdeen, Scotland, struck a mine
ed a victory. The effect of this vie checks signed by David Robb, a union has not said whether she would help off here last night and went down.
officer and one of the defendants in defend her father or seek to have him The crew of 18 landed in their own
tory cannot yet be estimated."
boats.
the present trial. These arms, ao - 'punished as her husband's slayer,
In the
even
the
j
lawyers
state,
the
of
Apparently
to
The French Statement
the
theory
cording
Three Ships Sunk
Pariai Dec. 17. The French war of- - were concealed at Rockvale and later case did not know her decision. Clea- South Shields, England, Dec. 17 (via
fice gave out an official statement this used in the attack on the Chandler ry's defense, it is believed, will be
temporary emotional Insanity.
niine.
afternoon as follows:
London). Three steamersT one bestatement
own
his
"I
saw
is
we
to be a passenger steamer,
red,"
sea
the
attd
lieved
Lya
"Between the
German in a southerly direction from How, in explanation of his alleged act.
were sunk by mines In the North Sea
several
have
occupied
off Flamborough Head last night Only
trenches at the point of the bayonet, has managed, after heavy fighting in
LONDON PELT MARKET
which serious- leeses are reported to
one of these three vessels has so far
consolidated our positions at
This is the steamer
London,. Dec. 17. A sale of Sheep- - been Identified.
and St. George's and organ- haVe been inflicted,. to establish itself
!
4,261 ,E1 xerwater,
The
held
was
of her crew
here
skins
Twelve
today.
west
the
from
of
Sochaceze.
a
mile
a
of
taken
the
ized
quarter
territory
The Polish campaign now centers at bales of' offered met with irregular were saved, but seven lost their lives.
enemy to the west of Gneluvelt.
demand, which came principally from
The casualties on the other ships
"We have progressed at some points that point.
the home trade. Holland bought a have not been determined, but it is
in the region, of Vermieles.
advance. Merinos reported that the crew and passengers
few pelts at
"There has been no Infantry actloTi
Austrians Win in Galicia
Coarse on the passenger vessel were seen
to 1
Say-villdeclined
from
to
but
17
wireless
Dec.
of
the
remainder
the
front,
Berlin,
(by
along
were
successes
crossbreds
unchanged, but other taking to their boats.
we report effective snooting on the
L. I.) The first actual
to
The admiralty has announced that
part of our heavy artillery In the en- against the Russians in the last few grads lost
on the Alsne, days1 appear to have been achieved by
all traffic between Flamborough Head
virons of Tracey-Le-Va- l
FIVE LIONS ESCAPE
and New Castle has been stopped inand in Champagne, a& well as in the the Austrians in west Galicia. Here
ee- - definitely.
to
advices
17.
Verdun.
lions
of
Five
Dec.
in
and
New
the
the
York,
according
region
Argonne
Russians,
"In Lorraine and In Alsace there la received from the zone of hostilities, caped this afternoon from the Eighty- British Shell Turks
have been attacked, simultaneously j sixth street theater on East Eighty-fronothing to report."
The audience was
Athens, Dec. 17 (via London.)- two sides; on their right by an ' sixth street.
has bombarded
offensive from the eastward of Cra- - thrown into a panic. Two persons British squadron
Great Battle in Progress
Warsaw, Dec. 17 (via London). A cow. and on their lefr front by a move- - were taken to a hospital shortly after Turkish troops who had concentrated
the escape of the lions. One of the Sunday on the coast, of the Gulf or
great battle is. in proarefs at Sochac-new- , ment directed from the south.
30 miles west of Warsaw. The
beasts was shot and killed within 15
(Continued on Pass Five)
Cernian wedge, which is proceeding
minutes.
(Continued on page Four)
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NAVAL RAID INCREASES THE RECRUITING IN
WARFARE

DECEMBER

I

-

IERCE

L"AGED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

DESIRED

EVIDENCE

COURT WOULD BE MADE CLEAR
ON CERTAIN POINTS IN CATRON LAND CASE

This morning before Judge D. J.
Baca
Leahy in chambers Miguel
pleaded guilty to a charge of larceny
of money from a store. He was sentenced to a term of 90 days in the
county jail. Baca stole about $40 in
money from the cash drawer of the
Bridge Bar recently. He entered the
place aAd sold the bnr tender a pistol,
rifling the cash drawer when the other
man went into a rear room. He Immediately wag searched and a large
part of the money was found on him.
Baca is also charged with stealing a
pistol from the stor of Meliton
t is alleged that this was
the same gun that he later sold to the
Uli-barr- i.

'.'.'.' .''-

saloon.'..
iTn the hearing befoi

-

MEXICO CITY ANNOUNCES OFFICIAL KILLINGS HAVE NOT
BEEN "OFFICIAL"

Dec. 17. Brigadier
Washington.
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 17, An auto.
General Bliss, commanding the troops mobile bandit, believed to have been
on the Mexican border, reported to operating alone, terrorized the West
the war department today that he side business station tixiay, robbed
Lponferred at Naco yesterday with Gen two banks within a radius of tea
eral Ramirez, military secretary of blocks, shot and seriously wounded
General Maytorena, the Villa com- the cashier of one bank, shot at the
mander of the Mexican forces besieg- cashier of the other, and finally was
ing General Hill's Carranza troops. Ra captured after a revolver duel with
mirez was told by General Bliss what the three policemen, one of whom he
was expected of the Maytorena forces shot, later being wounded himself.
It
In shaping their operations
against is known that the robber ohtnfnert
the Carranza forces so as to avoid
00O in the first bank, the West end
danger to life and property on the branch of the Provident Savings
American side of the line, and he un Bank and Trust company, and the ofdertook to communicate the represen ficials of the Liberty Banking and

tations to Maytorena.
The war department has not made
public the details of General Bliss' report, but Secretary Garrison declared
it disclosed the meeting was harmonious and General Bliss did not make
threats as to what he would do if his
warning wer unheeded. No mention
was made of any further casualties
on the Arizona side of the line
.!

Jui5ge"XX:Bby

AFTER ESCAPING FROM THE POLICE HE RUN'S INTO OBSTRUCTION AND IS CAUGHT

Savings company, the second bank
robbed, believed that the amount he
btained there will run into thousands
T hen a check is made.
The police, in another automobilo,
followed the bandit, picking up his
after the second robbery. Botlt
policemen who were shot and the robber were removed to a hospital.
There were several persons in eacii

,n .en

su jfea?'leUa

the promiscuous use. of the bandit a
this morning, in the esse of James A. couraging sign.
In official quarters here no predic revolver held them in check. At
iho
Whitmore, plaintiff, vs. John H. Howtions are being made as to the course branch of the Provident
Bank' the
ry, the H. O. w. Cattle company and
the United States will pursue, but it robber scaled an eight foot screen, firthe XX X Ranch company. Judge
is generally understood that after ed at Edward
Hughes,cashier, grabLeahy sustained the motion of the
Brigadier General Scott, chief of staff bed $8,000, backed slowly to the door
plaintiff to strike out portions of the of the
army, arrives at Naco Saturday and escaped in his automobile, fol
defendants' answer in the case and and conducts his negotiations with
lowed by a fusillade of shots
gave the defendants 20 days to plead both sides of the Mexican factions,
revolver.
further.
further firing Into American territory
An automobileload of poliSQjsSQe- his
in
claims
The defendant Howry
can have but one result
diately took up his trail, but had los't
answer that he is a joint owner with
Iegal authorities say if the United it when they learned of the Becond
the plaintiff of a lease in the Antonio States troops were to shell the Mex
was carried
off in
Ortiz grant and has equal right to the icans out of their position, such an act robbery, which
same
as
the
manner
the
practically
use, occupation and enjoyment of the would be repelling an invasion and not
At
second
the
first
bank
bandit
the
denies
The
said leased land.
plaintiff
an attack upon Mexico.
shot and probably seriously injured
the right of Howry to occupy the land,
Leave
. Carranza Force
Cashier George winters.
conby reasons of violations of the
The city of Puebla in the Mexican
The bandit had rented a room yestract between them.
state of that name has been evacuated
John H. Howry formerly resided in by Carranza forces, and now is held terday in a West Ninth street apartment house, and the owner vf tSe
San Miguel county, where for many by Zapatistas. A report to the state
apartment,
having read a description
in
cattle
was
the
he
engaged
years
today says Carranza of the man, called the attention of
department,
business, with his father and brothers', troops burned the railroad station be
the police to a similarity.
under the name of the H. O. W. Cattle fore departing..
Three policemen called at his room,
company this company being man
Many Political Executions
and
opening the door, were received
"now
mera
aged by James Johnson,
Special Agent Canova, reporting to with a shower of shots. Policeman
chant at Nara Visa. Of late years the state
department today from Mex Knaul fell wounded, and the bandit.
the defendant Howry has been a resi- ico City, said Provisional President
!j(jjpin past the other two officers,
dent of Denver.
Gutierrez had not only issued a ae-- fled to the street,
his au- Judge Leahy also handed down two cree stopping political executions, mu tomobiie, which was standing In the
decisions in cases from other counties. had promised to punish any official front of the house and fled His
Case No. 565 of Guadalupe county, in responsible for unwarranted execu- - 'flight
proved unlucky for him,
the action of John W. Mortan vs. An
of which there had been a great mucn a3 ne crashed into a pole
tonio Panebouf and others concerning number.
u'i ' 'rounding the first corner and wrecked
a promissory note for $125, judgment
Consul Canada at Vera 'Cruz report- - tne machine.
was rendered in favor of Mortan. In ed a conversation with General Car- - j He extricated himself tram the
the case of S. A. Taylor vs.. Ef IL ranza, saying that the constitutional- wreckage and started to run, but the
Jacobs, case No, 2304 of Mora county, 1st chief had nothing to add to nre officers by that time were close to
judgment was rendered in favor of vious assurances that he had ordered njm and, after an exchange of shots,,
Taylor. This was a suit on a note.
troops at Naco to control their fire the bandit fell.
I
In the case of J. Hllano Montoya against falling in Arizona.
,
Following an examination the physi-Th- e
"Mexican minister of war also clans at the hospital said both Police-ha- s
Land and Live Stock company, Judge
assured Consul Silllman that the man Knault and the bandit would die.
Leahy has instructed both parties to
the suit to submit more evidence on recent wholesale executions were with- - Both were shot four UmeB,
certain questions. This case involves out sanction of the authorities.
The bandit died late today at the
From ManzanUlo It was reported hospital. Policeman Knaul is. report-tha- t
the title to 22,000 acres of land lying
in the Antonio Ortiz grant The eviafter their evacuation of Guadala- - ed to be in a sinking condition. Casb-jar- a
the Carranza garrison retreated jer Edward Hughes of the Provident
dence already, has been submitted and
the argument made. The, judge, how- in the direction of Colim, 300 miles to bank-calleat the hospital shortly
ever, wishes to be made more certain the southward. General Villa yester shortly after the death of the bandit
on one or two points before rendering day was in Apizaco.
Special Agent and identified the man as the one who
his decision.
Carothers,, now on h!s way to Juarez had robbed his bank.
from Mexico
City, reports all quiet
RULINGS UPON RATES
BIG FUND SUBSCRIBED
from the northern border to the cap
ital.
New York, Dec. 17. The list of lo
Washington, Dec. I7.t Certain Jn- In freight rates on many com
cal subscribers to the $135,000,000
icreases
Maytorena Holds Fire
modities from Houston, Texas to
pool organized to ameliorate financial
conditions in the cotton growing
Naco, Ariz., Dec. 17. The Carranza Louisiana points today were held by
states, resulting from the falling off garrison of Naco, Sonora, opened fire the interstate commerce commission
in foreign demand was made public to- with artillery at daylight today uion to have been justirted, while others
day by Albert H. Wiggins, chairman the entrenchments ol the Maytorena were found to be unreasonable,
of the clearing house committee. For beseiegers. The evident effort to pro- In one case, that of the Or tinier
e
banks and trust companies and voke a reply from Maytorena frilled of Commerce of Houston, again t s v
J. P. Morgan and Company are among up to 9 o'clock. Military observers (eral southern and southwestern
.
i
the subscribers to the $50,000,000 on the American side, however, be - jsome of the same questions arse a
r
U'fivo Ihrfiuhi'il r.nt hi ihi
guaranteed bv this section of the
cruotry
v
pert rrt? cases.
(Continued on pa;? Four)
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Son,,

FRIDAY All Lace Curtains
CurFriday you may have your unrestricted choice of our Lace
tain stock at half price. Anticipate your wants! as you will surely
need a pair or two of new lace curtains as booh as spring comes.
Buy them now at just

12 Price
Practical Gifts for the whole family at
33 V3jo Discount
Hundreds of practical giftj for every member of the family
cluded in this sale at

one-thir- d

to

in-

Black-Draug-

For him

after-effec-

linen handkerchiefs

silk waists
neckwear
collar and curf sets
ribbons
scarfs
silk hose
silk underwear
guest towels
turkish towels
bed spreads
blankets

cuff links

umbrellas
gift neckties
mufflors ana scarfs
rain coats
smoking jackets
bath robea
gift suspenders
overcoats
suits
sweater coats
suit case
traveling bag
dress shirts
flannel shirts
woolen underwear
pajamas
caps
Mallory hats
Stetson hats
Paris garters
mackinaws
belts
pocket knives
thermos botties

kimonos

bath robes
gloves

sweaters
suits
coats
fur sets
fur coats
silks
handkerchiefs
dress patterns
bath robe blankets
table cloths
napkins to mutch
leather hand bags
silver mesh Bags
jewelry
shell hair goods
umbrellas

-

field glasses
box of Arrow collars

i

v- -n

CflHte

ish General Torstensson stormed Leipzig. A force under the command of
the Grand Luke Leopold gave him
battle before the gates of the city, but
during the engagement the Madlon
ische regiment became suddenir panic
stricken, and fled.
Punishment immediately followed
When the regiment had again assera
bled, six other regiments surrounded
in the
it, and tried it by
open field. The verdict was that the
colonel and tbe captains should die by
the sword, and that every tenth man
among the noncommissioned officers
and men should be hanged.
The stern verdict was carried out
to, the letter, except that at the
ot Leopold the men were shot
Instead of haneed: Col. George Mad
lonische was beheaded, after he had
soueht In vain for a pardon. The sur
vivors were consigned to quarters with
other commands, and the regiment
never regained its name or former
orestiee In those days, there was no
Cow
aHArnativa hut to be brare.
ardice meant either death or everlast
ing disgrace. Youth's Companion.
court-marti-

Disnuited Don.
rprtain house there was a very
Sue baby and also a very nne aog
rhpv wr much attached to eacn otn
er. and the only thing that marred
.heir pleasure was baby s dally batn.
nurine this proceeding baby always
hnwind himself black and blue, and
the dog, out of sympathy, crouched in
the corner and moaned. After a
month or two of this daily anguish the
dog devised a scheme to stop it. One
day, while baby was howling as usual,
the dog came marching Into tbe room
nnrrvinz a rattle in his mouth, and,
standing by the tub, shook his head
and the rattle vleorously. Baby actually stopped crying a minute to see
what this unusual proceeding meant
hut thpn hecan again with extra power, The dog dropped the rattle with
rilKffiifited air. and after that day,
ulway managed to be out of the house
during the baby's bath.
Tn ii

above a million. The law preZl
they should be burned but
of late years it has been deemed conINCREASED EMtOUilENT structive compliance with the law
merely to cancel them and thus pre
serve them for evidence should there
NORMAL bo a demand to prove that such ami
THE
GROWS WITH VEGAS MAN
such a warrant had been paid.
running
SCHOOL SHOWS) scribes that

SPANISH-AMERICA-

HEAD

.nla fV, Dec. 17.Tlie Spanish-AmericaNormal school at El Rito
reported to Governor McDonald today
that the enrollment this year is 87
as as;ainst 70 last yeafand that while
theer were no students in the teach
ers' training class last year there are
6 in it this year although 81 pupils
are seventh graders down to first
grade. The building account, sturted
because of the destruction of the
Bchooi by fire on November 16, 1912,
shows receipts from J. H. Sargent,
donation $100; appropriated by legislature $5,000, receipts from current
fund $10,000, penalty from contractor
of which
$150, a total of $15,230
Campbell Brothers, the contractors,
received $13,231.72; the Sparks Electrie Co., $122:72; Elliott and Barton
for heating plant $2,187; E. D. Burke
for plumbing $1,206,637 storage batteries $273.77, miscellaneous $34.07;
S

architect's

fees $1,713.83;
Eapp's expense account $140.69; advertising for bids $2.00, a total of
I.

H.- -

Rapp,

This and Five Centsl
DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this
slip, enclose five cents to Kxriey and
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name
and address clearly. You will receive
in return a free trial package-- contain'
ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
Tablets. For sale in your town by
O. G. Schaefar and Bed Corss Drug
Co.

Adv.
FRANCE

IS FRIENDLY

Washington, Dec. 17. France, In a
note to the state department through
Ambassador Jusserand, gave assuraaces that she would not interfere in any
way with American cotton shipments
either to belligerent or neutral coun
tries.
e-

Pains In Back and Hips
Are an indication of kidney trouble
a warning to build up the weakened
kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
blood of acids and poisons.
Go to
your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills.
In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your
town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
v.
Drug Store,

The sura of $3,662.41 'was
$18,912.41.
transferred from the general mainten-snc- e
fund to balance the account. The
flisbursements the past two years for
salaries, etc., were ?15,512.70.
Deaf and Dumb School
OSTEOPATHS MAKE REPORT
tha finhnnl fnr Hia Tonf nnH Fliimhl Santa Fe, Dec. 17. The state board
at Santa Fe, reports to Governor Mc- of
osteopathy today filed its biennial
Donald that it has 45 pupils in attendreport wlthUbvernor McDonald showance and that Its expenditures last
ing that 32 physicians were licensed
year were $15,279.08, leaving a bal- in New Mexico to
practice osteopathy
ance of $1,014.66 in the treasury.
only three of them being licensed dur
R. W. Hanna in
ing 1911
WARRANTS ARE CANCELLED
Bernalillo county; C, M. Dueler In
Santa Fe, Dec. 17. Governor Mc- Quay
county and IT. M. Bowers in
Donald, State Auditor tv. G. Sargent Dona Ana county. The
receipts last
and State Treasurer O. N. Marron toyear were $125 and the disbursements
day met for the annual cancellation $95.50. There is a balance of $29.05
it warrants paid by the treasurer and In the treasury.
,
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Black-Draug-

off.

one-hal- f

Wriiei Inlerertinj
Br. Raglan
Most of us believe we sleep becaust
we are exhausted. But Doctor Clap
Letter on TLi Subject
rede. Swiss physiologist, advanced a
that
effect
to
the
new theory, hlch is
we sleep to avoid being exhausted.
The theorV is that sleep, instead of
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A.
belns: the result of fatigue, is an im
which the body Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have
pulsive
ht
conducts In order to get rid of the been taking Thedford's
waste products before they have time (or indigestion, and other stomach troubto produce exhaustion.
les, also colds, and find it to be the very
Just as combustion of fuel for the best medicine 1 have ever used.
for a few
After taking
production of heat and energy always
is attended by ashes and Blag, so the days) 1 always feel like a new man."
slow combustion which produces heat
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
and energy in the body likewise is at In
pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullwaste.
tended by
ness after eating,, are sure symptoms of
'Since the senses never voluntarily stomach
trouble, and should be given the
come to rest of shut themselves off
as your strength and
treatment,
proper
eventu
a
outer
world,
from the
point
health
depend
or
largely upon your
very
when
the
ally would be reached
food and its digestion.
of
victim
as
a
would
perish
ganism
To get quick and permanent relief
general nerve exhaustion. In order to
hinder this nature arranges betimes, 1. from these ailments, you should take
medicine of known curative merit.
e., before exhaustion can seriously in
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the
jure the organism, to get in motion
that opposition current we term treatment of just such troubles, proves
the real merit of Thedford's
sleep."
animal tends to
The
Safe, pleasant, gentle in action,
take its sleep at night, since the stim- ind without bad
it is sure
ac
vital
animal's
uli which govern the
to benefit both young and old. For sale
tivities are then cut off. For animals
Price 25c.
n. C ia
endowed with other special senses, but tverywhere.
so
not
is
not with sight, the night
great a factor. These can only block
ade stimuli to the senses either by WATCH THE CHILD'S READING
creeping into some secluded spot or
by the action of nature in causing an May Seem to Be Unimportant, But a
opportune production of a substance
Little Consideration Will Show
fa sort of hormone) which acts as an
Its Real Value.
nerve
path
obstacle by entering the
'
and deadening sensibility.
Few of us realize the enormous
power of literature upon childhood, for
HAD NO USE FOR COWARDS it is so iDsidious in its action. Book
after book is read and, we think, for
Soldiers cf the Middle Ages Drastical gotten, yet those very books are the
ones upon which opinions have been
Punished Comrades Who
formulated; here a little and there a
Showed VYhJU Feather.
little, we have amassed our knowl
Punishment for cowardice in the edge through them as medium. We
ex
German asmy at the time of the Thir hear parents exclaiming at the
children
their
ideas
have;
be
to
as
severe
so
traordinary
was
war
ty Years'
they often say they cannot think
ferocious. In the year 1642 the Swed
Black-Draug-

Price

1-- 2
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tXHAUSTION

Theory of Swiss Physiologist Seems tc
Fit Into the Common Sens
View of the Matter.
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Snanish Royal Bodyguard.
The Spanish royal family has an es
Declal and historic bodyguard to pre
vent such Intrusions as that which
ias occurred at Buckingham palace at
London. For centuries the Monteros,
who must be natives of the town of
Esninosa and have served with honor
in the army, have had the exclusive
privilege of guarding the royal pal
aces by night. In their historic cos
tume and wearing felt shoes they take
up their posts at midnight outside tne
rooms of the king, queen and other
royalists, while detachments patrol
the halls and corridors all night long
They speak no word, acknowledging
pnrh nther'a cresence by Sign ana
countersiun. In the morning they dis
appear as silently, giving place to the
ordinary sentries and attendants.
Hew to Feed Boy After School.
The Woman's Home Companion has
a department called "The Exchange'
-- a department full of helpful ideas
contributed by readers for the benefit
of others. A Massachusetts woman
makes the following suggestion:
"A friend of mine, who has three
hungry boys of different ages who
come home from school clamoring for
'something to eat,' has devised this
scheme to keep them out of the pantry: She has three boxes plainly lettered with their names, and after
luncheon she fills each: with whatever
is best for that particular boy."

where they have got them from and
add that they never thought such
things in their young days. Of course
they did not; the last generation read
much less and traveled far less than
the present one; there were no cir
culating libraries and books so cheap
that a few pence could buy them
Their opportunities were limited with
in a much narrower circle, and it is
because of the very facilities which
our children now have for reading ev
erything that it is more important
than ever that they should be super
vised In the matter. The control will
not be felt, if only from the firBt those
tn authority would take the trouble
to read alod andf-s- t
delightful
A child
books.
W&as found by
experience that be has received the
keenest enjoyment when hearing or
reading books recommended by his
parents, will be more likely to ask for
advice and discuss what he has read
with them. So the trend of his men
tal growth can be directed, and those
who are responsible for his education
will have a better knowledge of his
individual development and will nei
ther retard nor unduly force him,
Mrs. Theodore Chambers.

.

...

it
some gm. Alter tne ceremony, mi.
In
of
his
pomposity, did
Bpite
Smith,
not seem to know just what was the
next thing to do, so, as in my practice in such emergencies, I said: 'My
dear sir, it is your privilege to salute
the bride.' He turned around and extending his hand formally, "said: 'Mrs.
Smith, I congratulate you.'
.

Deadly Weapon of War.
Individuals attain considerable skill
In handline th3 bayonet. It Is almost
a mooted question in military circles
whether the bayonet or saber is the
better weapon. The saber, undoubt-edlyis the quicker weapon, and more
kill is needed to handle it. Its user,
depends entirely on the
however,
streneth of his right wrist and right
arm, whereas the man with the bayo
net can so regulate Ms tnrusts ana
of
parries that nearly every .muscle
his body is brought Into service.
That, It is seen plainly, gives the bayonet the advantage in the latter stages
of a duel between men armed with
bayonet and saber.
,

Her Husband's Voice.
was waiting tea
was expected
who
for her husband,
home from the city every minute.
Suddenly out in the street a costerThe
dear
brayed.
donkey
monger's
old lady, .who was a little deaf,
Mrs. Goodoldsoul

beamed.
Run and put the kettle on, Jane,
The master is coming
she cried.
down the street. I'd know his hearty

laugh anywhere."

FOUND ASLEEP III

limn nnm IPC. MEET

no unuw a

TO BEGIN SOON
NORMAL WILL CLOSE
FRIDAY;
CITY AND TOWN SCHOOLS
NEXT WEEK

the
As
Christmas approaches
schools of the citjfi on both sides of
the Gallinas river are making ar
rangements to close and give the
youngsters a holiday. The New Mex
ico Normal University will be the first
institution to close its doors, as
school ceases there on Friday, Decem
will
ber 18. The pedagogues
have the longest vacation of the
bunch, not having to return to work
until the same date as the others, on
January 4, 1915.
The other schools will make up for
this, however, in the spring when they
enjoy a vacation a week longer than
the state institution. The Douglas
avenue school and the Castle High
school will close for the Christmas
vacation commencing on Wednesday,
December 23. They will reopen on
January 4. The WeSt side schools
will be the last to close, ceasing work
on Thursday, December 24. They also
will reopen on January 4.

eo

WORKERS COMPLETE
PLEAS
Washington, Dec, 17. The final
hearing on protests against the proposed wage reduction for mechanics
at nacy yards, was held today, when
the committee from the Newport, R.
I., yard was heard. Assistant Secretary of the Navy Roosevelt has con
ARTISTIC SENSE OF SEXES ducted several hearings, at which the
protests of the navy yard workmen
Museums and Art Galleries of the were heard. . It is expected that an
World Prove Superiority of Man,
early decision will be rendered, and
Says This Writer.
the men are hopeful "that the wage
cut will be abandoned.
I notice that In a department store
advertisement women are quoted as
wondering how men can produce such
excellent results with draperies. More
over, one of the domestic "bromides'
is this: "That's Just like a man!"
Very sarcastic and wholly uncom
the New Way, 2 Drops Do It
plimentary to his sense of taste! But "Gets-It- "
by the red covers of Baedeker, is not
To endure the pains and tortures
the artistic sense of crude men quite
equal to that of fair woman? I ask caused by a little thing like a corn
you to follow Baedeker to all the gal Is ridiculous, simply because it is un
corn cure,
leries and museums of the world and necessary. The new-plathen answer me.
"GETS-IT- "
ffl&W,
for
Who mixed the pigments for that Uie
Corn and You
Madonna?
Whose chisel sculptored
Won't "Holler"
You Put on
that Apollo? Whose hand traced the When
Your Shoes.
lines for St. Peter's? Who painted
most of the world's great pictures
carved most of Its statues, built Its
Parlhenons and Taj Mahals?
Men, and not women. Who make
most of the designs for all kinds of
dress fabrics and laces? Men. Who
blends the delicate dyes for the hun
dred shades that adorn milady? Some

a

twelve-year-ol-

.

d

iloiMD

man.
Who put the figure In that $10,000
rug upon your floor? Just a man
Who even makes many of the most

fashionable Parisian drosses and hats?
Frenchmen.
The masculine has quite enough to
harry him, but lack of artlstlo sense is
not his sex shortcoming. Philadel
phia Ledger.

SPEECHES THAT FOLLOW

Poor Mrs. Smith.
A minister was recounting some of
his amusing experiences in marrying
"There's an old custom,"
people.
said he, "that the bridegroom shall
:

kiss the bride immediately after the
marriage ceremony is over. It's a
good, practical custom, for it serves
more handily than anything else that
I know of to dissipate the awkward
pause that almost always follows a
simple, informal ceremony. For this
reason I kep the custom alive.
man whom I shall call
"One day
Smith came fi the parsonage to be
married. Mr. Smith was a pompous,
consequential little man. The prospective Mrs. Smith was a fine, win.

FARM-

ERS' LUNCHEON WILL BE
WORTH LISTENING TO

Clambered

Up the Foremast

cited watchman had not seen, and th
young Monfrini was too terrified to
venture down the long dizzy rope up
which he had earlier climbed.
When the whistles blew their farewell and the tall mast began to tremble against the sky, and the crowded
piers and the harbor craft with masts
began to recede gradually from the
perch where Monfrini was huddled, the
youngster at first felt elated with excitement. . At laet he was like a real
sailor on a big ship that had a smokestack. But soon he saw the friendly
shore fading away in the distance and
empty
only the sky, vast,
and friendless, surrounding his gaze at
every side, and he began to wish his
companions were still with him. His
feeling of loneliness gave way to a
gnawing hunger. He began to tremble
violently, his lips quivered; he looked
down at the dizzy deck below and he
began to cry. Nobody heard, he was
so high from the deck, and all alone
he finally sobbed himself to sleep.
"H'mph! So you wanted to be a
sallorman, eh?" asked Commandant
Gull, in his deepest of tones, not unlike
the rumbling of distant thunder,
"Non, Maestro, non I want to oh,
please take me back to my papa."
And Giuseppe will, indeed, go back to
his papa, a prominent Bienese railway
official, whose entreaties had sent the
police of three countries scouring all
corners of Europe for the little Giuseppe, who, it was feared, had been kidnaped., A wireless message from the
Verona had reassured the father.

"
is uie first one ever
known to remove corns without fail,
without pain and without trouble.
This is why if is the biggest-sellin- g
corn cure In existence today. It is
now used by millions, because it does
away with sticky tape, with plasters
and cotton rings that shift their po
sition and press down onto the corn,
with salves that "raw up" the toe,
with "harnesses" that, cause pressure
and pain, with knives, razors and
files, clawing and pulling at a corn,
"GETS-IT- "
is applied in two seconds.
Two drops applied .with the
glass rod do the work. Pain goes, the
corn shrivels, vanishes. Accept no
substitute. Try it on any corn, wart,
callus or bunion tonight.
"GETS-IT- '
is sold by druggists
everywhere, 25c a bottle, or sent diComes High!
rect by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago.
St. Petersburg. The czar's latest
"Gets-It- "
is sold in Las Vegae by crip 1,200 miles cost $500,000; most
of it was spent for protection.
Winters Drug Co.

"Uurrs-iT.,-

TO

HEAR ADDRESSES

Only Sure Corn
Cure Ever Known

n

can be coughed up and ejected. Price
25c, SOo and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

SKATERS BEGIN LONG GRIND
Young Boy Did Not Mean to Be
New York, Dec. 17. Star rolier
"
come Stowaway, But Could
skaters from east and west are all
It.
eady for the start of the 24 hour race
Not Help
which I3 to be run off at Madison
Square Garden today and tomorrow.
There are 17 teams, all trained to the
AT PLAY ON STEAMER minute. The favorites are Blackburn
and Cionl, Launay and Woodworth.
Lad Moffatt and Nebs, and Oarey and
Little
the
and
Sailed
Big Ship
Took Refuge Up on the Huge Fore- Birkheimer. Other combinations inmast Whtrs a 8ailor Discovered clude Eglington and Shipley, Mason
and Kirkbride, Doherty and McLean,
Him.
Yale and Burke, Bacon and Randall,
twelve-yeGrothhammel and Mulholland, Goldie
Brooklyn, N. Y. A little
ofold boy gazed wistfully from the
and Clark, Galla'and Jordan, Martin
steamer
Verona,
of
the
deck
ficers'
and Moore, Michaels and Goullet, and
as
by
guided
arriving from Naples,
and Terrell.
two tiny tugs she swished slowly Jveyes
In
berth
her
Into
water
the
through
Gas in the gtomacn comes from food
South Brooklyn. The youngster looked
askance at the stolid purser, pleading which has fermented. Get rid of this
to be left on shore. But a stowaway, badly digested food as quickly as pos
child, sible if you would avoid a bilious ateven if only a
must remain ou board and little Mon-frin- t tack; HEEBINE is the remedy you
remained.
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
On the second day out from the Bay
stomach, liver and bowels, and reof Naples, a grizzled seaman clam- stores
energy and cheerfulness. Price
foremast
tne
from
dizzy
down
bered
50c.
Sold
his
in
by Central Drug Co. Adv
close
with a bundle huddled
arms, which upon Investigation by
TRADEMARK IS REGISTERED
the curious passengers turned out to
youngster hudSanta Fe, Dec. 17.- The Vanity Fair
be a
dling in fear. The seaman had found Publishing company today registered
the slight wisp of a youngster curled its trademark with Secretary of Slate
aloft in the perch of tbe crow's nest, Lucero.
The trademark is "Vanity
sound asleep.
Fair," and infringement of it is pun
the
the
before
commandant,
Brought
little stowaway was too frightened at ishable by law. The company does
first to say a word. Then he lisped business on Fourth avenue, New York.
between sobs and sniffles a tale that The Vogue company also registered
moved the etout seadogs. He wanted its trademark, a capital "V" with a
to be a real sailor, like those who sail womau standing on it.
in the "big ships that have smoke
Secretary of Stat Lucero has thus
stacks" to lands far, far away. His
far received 473 applications for the
con
papa, the youngster plaintively
1915 automobile license from individtinued, always kept saying no and no.
ual owners and 11 applications from
He
do?
could
little Giuseppe
So what
ran away to the boats to set out to dealers.
"'PfW
sea.
The state corporationcommission
Up, up the huge foremast of the big has changed its hours to 9 a. ra. to 4
ships that had smokestacks clambered p. m., in place of 8:30 a. in. to 4:30
the little Giuseppe with several of his p. m, because Saturday half holiday is
while the Verona was
companions
no longer observed.
loading her cargo in the Neapolitan
misof
tbe
the
Near
very height
port.
Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occasenmast, where they had reached
world all to themselves, the youngsters sion recently to use a liver medicine
stopped and began playing with amaz- and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets;
ing daring the game of sailor. When "They thoroughly cleased my system
the watchman on deck finally caught and I felt like a new man light and
sight of the Imps crawling along the free. They are the best medicine I
lanyards, he got them down by the have ever taken for constipation. They
nape of the neck, administered a
the stomach sweet, liver active,
thrashing and sent the bad boys home keep
to their mammas. The youthful sea- bowels regular." 0. G. Schaefer and
men limped home weeping with the Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
exception of Giuseppe. Him,' the ex.
twelve-year-ol-

SCHOOL VACATIONS

hLUI

Wheezlngl n the lungs indicates that
the ajr pas
phlegm is obstructing
UUKEHOUftU
BALLiAlUJS
sages.
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it

The committee in charge of the
plans for the Commercial club's luncheon for the farmers next Monday
at noon, wishes it understood that the
farmers' wives and daughters are invited to be present. It is also desired that the public understand that
the women of Las Vegas, as well as
the men, are invited to be present at
the program of speeches which will
follow the luncheon. This will begin
promptly at 2 o'clock.
Musio will be furnished by the jjlee
c'ubs of the Normal University and
the Castle High school. The principal address of the afternoon will
be made by Ptofessor M. R. GcaviH'S,
the agricultural expert of Sr-- Miguel
and Mora counties, in whos ) honor the
luncheon is given.
Professor Gonzales maintii-ain of-fin tbe Commercial club quarters,
having been assigned room No. 1.
The pi'L.ii."- - Mill b3 is follows:
Lunch, 12 o'clock to 1 : 30 o'clock.
Music, Normal orchestra.
Music, High school glee club.
Reading, Miss Leona Greenclay.
Oration, Martin Suiidt.
Music, Normal glee club.,
Oration, Thoralf Sundt.
Address, "The Agricultural Movement in the United States," Professor
M. R. Gonzales.

Workingmen of the United States
are gaining an inside view of the
Rockefeller influence in Colorado.
Elbert Hubbard's services must have
ccme high.
On January 1, the new employers'
liability, law in relation to workmen
will go Into effect In Kentucky.

Compulsory arbitration in Austra-ia'an- d
New Zealand is pointed to as
a failure by union authorities.

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
TIIK IAMONI BRAND.
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VON

HINDENBIG

ONCE CRANK;

DECEMBER

Out of Hanover in a special car,
adherents fell away, and among the
with a glittering staff about him, back
younger men who came up and went fi Hint
into active service and in Bupreme
higher up until they grouped themselves as the emperor's immediate adcommand, rode von Hindenburg, frank
visers was none who would agree with
and boyish In his Joy at the call. He
von Hiudenburg.
called
out
his journalist friends about him
They pointed
and roared at them:
countless impassable difficulties as
they saw them. Von Hindenburg Isn't
"Pretty good pretty good, eh? My
possessed of an overstock of patisnce.
special car and my fine staff and my
He was intolerant of these critics. He
army corps that I am going to. Pretty
flew into
.rages, he create 1
good for an old pensioner!"
portfolio after portfolio M maps of
The rest Is history, still warm. Von
the region, as lecturer in the war
Hindenburg, who was a jest, has be
academy he expounded with pounding
come a demi god. It was at the batIn a little book designed for expectant tle of
fists bis belief than an invading RusTannenberg that he did it
mothers more complete instruction Is
sian force could not only be defeat! given
In the use of "Mother's Friend." made good on the Idea that had be
This is an external embrocation applied come his fetish
but absolutely entrapped in the
trapped swarming
to the abdominal muscles for the
lonely marshes and lakes of of reducing the strain on ligaments,purpose
cords thousands of Russians Into the lakes
the Mazurlan region and annihilated. and tendons.
and quagmires of the Mazurlan re
It got to be a Stock Jest at tl'O end j pan great good Is accomplished. It gion.
Germany claims that he en
of every semester of the war academy, serves to ease the mind, Indirectly haa a snared fully 150,000 Russians in that
most oeneiicial effect
the nervous
At the conclusion or the talks from system and thousands upon
of women have trap; even' Petrograd admits 50,000.
were
told
how
free of He checked and has since halted the
they
the platform some officer would al- delightedly
nausea, had no morning sickness and
dethe
the
of
ways bring up
subject
went through the ordeal with moat re- onsweep of tie tremendous Russian
fense of east Prussia and they would markable success. "Mother's Friend" has army and has been Napoleonic In his
been growing in, popular favor for more
watch, von Ilindenburg's face empur- than forty
years. In almost every com- manipulation of his forces. And In
ple as the officer went on to point out munity are grandmothers who used it Germany today the sculptors are busy
their daughters have used it
the impracticability of attempting a themselves,
and they certainly must know what a making statues of the "crank" of yesdefense from Russian invasion of this blessing it is when they recommend it terday.
so warm!. Strictly an external application
neck of the German empire. Any and it has no other
effect than to ease the
muscles, cords, tendons and ligaments
The Canadian government's plan of
one
of
a
"rise"
them always got
every
Involved hence is
sate to use by
out of von Hindenburg. You could all women. It is perfectly
used very successfully paying the, return passage of immito prevent caking of breasts.
have heard his replies for a block.
grants at times when their entry
"Mother's Friend" is
lu the
And when tie moved up Into mem- laboratory of Brad field prepared
Regulator Co., would aggravate employment .condi
tions, is worthy the study of Uncle
bership on the general staff, then the 404 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Sam.
army got Its fill of the "lakes" liter
or ten years annually von t the fortresses 'of Koentes-bfTially.
anil
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Hindenburg would take his forces out 'demand the loan of artillery and
for Mazurlan maneuvers. When the squads of men that he might work cut
No. 7659.
orders would come, officers and sol- - gome new maneuvers regaining tho
Iu the District Court for the County
diers used to growl and grumble and Mazurlan Lakes that had como into ut' San Miguel, in the Fourth Judicial
say well) whatever It is you say in his stubborn, grizzled head. The corn- - Uistrict of the State of New Mexico.
German when you want to put a big mandant might perhaps be on the The Mutual Building and Loan Asso
ciation of Las Vegas,
punch in your talk "Here we go for point of demurring, but there would
cur annual bath."
Plaintiff.
be von Hindenburg, in full uniform,
The fellows with the red buttons on with certain decorations to be sten
vs.
their caps were the ones to get the on the old fighter's breast that no Wells Ward, et als.
bath. Red buttons were Russians; German officer could ignore. The
Defendants.
To: Wells Ward, Monterville Ward,
blue, Germans. The maneuvers al- compromise was Invariable and a huways ended September 20, and on morous one they'd loan von Hinden- S. A. D. Ward, Jane Price, Tildle Hale,
September 29 for ten years many burg seven men and two guns and the J. II. Ward, George W. Ward, Ther-maA. Ward, B. F. Ward, Mada
thousands of perfectly good German necessary horses. The (participants
officers and soldiers would find them- In this toy maneuvering would get a Sammons, A. H. Ward, Leman Ward,
selves strategically driven from points merciless deal. He would tramp them Marie. Ward, London Ward, Ada
in their anatomy ranging from their till long after the sun had sunk Ward, Carl Ward, Ada Copley, Sarah
knees to their necks into the waters through the bogs and nearly impas- Preston, Docie Mills, Joseph Williamof the Mazurian Lakes or the black sable places and bring the baby son, Albert Williamson, Adda Mills,
muck of th? morasses. Some of the j detachment back with the heads of Blanche Crum, Julias Williamson.
olflcers used philosophically to take ,the horses hanging and the knees of Ferrell Williamson, Elsie Williamson,
the men sagging in exhaustion.
Manasha Williamson, Roy Williamson,
along union suits of rubber.
Vasa Venters,
He didn't let Berlin forget him ellh- - Hubert Williamson,
some
Then
of the members of the
W.varv
lfttlA
whltrt
Arnold
PP
ha
iha
Dingus, Tona
-Dingus,
of
Larcy
staff
bid
grew impatient
general
"I--von Hindenburg.
Intrigues "began. I capital and in full uniform. He likes Dingus, Verdle Dingus, Unknown Heirs
looking toward his retirement. Bute's wine and he likes his song and of Minta Farley, deceased, Unknown
they had to work very cautiously. The he was hail fellow with the journal- Heirs of George W. Ward, deceased,
kaiser had great ipersohal fondness ists, the artists and actors and others certain of the defendants in the above
of the night life of the capital. And entitled cause:
for the square jowled, bold eyed,
You and each of you are hereby nothe army officers would flock around
.
rough spoken war dog. '
action or suit to forethis isn't the first time von Hin him also. And if you started on the tified that
has teen commenced
denburg has ranked as a. hero- - He subject of . the "lakes,",, von Hinden- close a
was only a young lieutenant when he burg would take you up zestfully there against you and .each of you in the
won the iron Cross of the first class and then and mark out a map of the above entitled District Court by The
at the battle of St. Privat in Lorraine lakes on the table cloth, with spillings Mutual Building and Loan Association
in the war of 1870. He was found, of wine in different proportions and of Las Vegas, plaintiff; said cause
20 being numbered and entitled on the
desperately woundea and pinioned by show you half a dozen, a dozen,
his dead horse, the only man alive of schemes by which "the bear that docket of Eaid court as above set
walks like a man" would promptly be forth; that the general objects of said
his entire regiment.
on Its head If it came ambling action and the nature of the relief
Hut in the end just how the thing stood
therein prayed for are as follows:
Prussia.
east
into
was done the ablest German journalsaid plaintiff hate Judgment for
That
And
about
had
three
you
years ago
ists can't tell and von Hindenburg's
$2292.86 with interest from Nov. 17,
in
have
been
you
might
Germany
old associates just about this time do
1914 at 8 per cent per annum until
was retired and put thought that all the guns at the
not care to-- h6
attoreu
av
weie
eiu6 paid, for principal, Interest and
upon a pension. Tnat was about five
exenote
on
a
fees
promissory
ea simultaneously ana mces- neys
vear aeo. But if these mllitarv
14 cuted and delivered by said George
But
wasn,t
the
that
case'
Bantly'
schemers thought they had got rid of
W. Ward, deceased, in his life time,
von Hindenburg, that he'd go quietly was lne roar von "Honours sounaea
to said plaintiff, for $2000, dated Sept.
off to some obscure corner and nurse "uc" "c ucalu lu" luZ 6U,e"""c''1
6, 1910, payable two years after the
the
Mazurian
contemplated
up'
filling
his sulks and his gouty foot (for the
- date thereof, with interest at 8 per
lul
haa eout: thornrh h swears hv all
f the Reichstag escaped his cent per annum, and attorneys fees;
member
the thundering gods ha hasn't any such
and protestations;
he also for the costs of this action; also
thing and can put in as a long a day buttonholing
to foreclose a certain mortgage exein the field as the youngest of his lieu- cuted and delivered to said plaintiff
-.
and
all
the
civil
army,throughout
tenants), they were very much mis- by said George W. Ward, deceased, in
taken. He left Berlin in disgust. But
he de- his lifetime, dated Sept. 6, 1910, to seboth
under
portfolios
arms,
he .went to the almost equally lively
manded and insisted and in the end cure the payment of said promissory
city of Hanover, and from thence his was
given audience with the kaiser. note covering the following described
rhmbles and growls were almost in
The conference lasted a long time. land and real estate,
cessantly heard. He refused to dry Von
Those certain lots, tracts and par
Hindenburg came out of it with a
up about his "lakes."
on his wide, characterful mouth cels of land and real estate situate,
grin
Every little while he would appear
nearly broad enough to engulf his lying and being In the county of San
ears. He told himself how at first ffie Miguel and State of New Mexico, and
kaiser did not care to listen, but fie described as follows, to wit: Lots 16
went on talking; how the kaiser list and 17 in Block 7 of Las Vegas Town
ened and von Hindenburg spread his Company's Addition to Laa Vegas,
maps; how he said the great agricul now city of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
tural value of the region should be as shown on the official plat of said
considered, and how von Hindenburg Addition, etc., with the hereditaments
persisted that it would be of more and appurtenances;
j value to bag the Russians
In those
That unless said defendants pay the
if
ever
lakes
to
amount
tried
invade
adjudged by sad court to
they
If four (fearer
on'lsupplfyoa,
and payable to said plaintiff,
due
without
for
the
be
and,
waiting
tend lie for I
package or 51.00
royal consent, poured out the results within 90 days from the date of such
for a cation of
fen pacirage
jQf his ceaseless cogitations and plan-jnin- judgment, that the said land and real
(lOOcigtrtlies),
the results of his countless ma- estate be sold under the order of said
postage prtpaid.
Mitt tmokmg t
until at last the kaiser's eyes court to pay the said judgment, with
neuvers,
package, II you
began to twinkle and he raised his costs, expenses, interest and attorneys
find
don't
CAMELS
urtp.
hand and said: .
fees, and that plaintiff may have genrtstnttd, Mum
.tne of tor 9 packvon
eral relief; all of which will more
enough,
"Enough,
Hindenburg!
we
nil!
ages and
For Heaven's sake, keep your lakes! fully appear by reference to said com
refund your
They are yours. Nobody shall disturb plaint on file in said cause.
j
them!"
.
That unless you, said named defend
And von Hindenburg knocked his ants, enter your appearance in said
heels together with a mighty clack cause on or before the 21st day of
and, leaving the palace, looked upon January, A. D. 1915, judgment by dethe world with a glittering, triumph- fault or decree pro confesso will be
ant eye.
entered against you and each of you
The disaster that befell German in said action or suit.
arms at the first onslaught of the
Said plaintiff's attorney is A. T.
Russians Is too fresh In memory to be Rogers, Jr., whose office and postof-fic- e
recounted. It was then that the kaiaddress is First National Bank
ser bethought him of von Hindenburg Building, East Las Vegas, N, M.
the retired and pensioned, at HanovWitness my baud and seal this 2nd
er, the man who knew every inch of day of December, A. D. 1914.
the east Prussian country. The kaiser (Seal of Court)
wired his orders from Mainz to his
LORENZO DELGADO,
chief of general starf.
Cleark of said District Court

fer

teiag

17, 1914.
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1914 IS NOT
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(From the New York World)
If ever there came a great, swift,
dramatic change in a man's career It
is that which the big war haB wrought
in the life of Marshal von Hindenburg,
chief of the kaiser'a army of the east.
Since the sounding of the first guns at
Liege only a few months ago Marshal
to give him all the name he owns
Oberst von Hindenburg und Beneck-cndorthas become a national idol, a
looming, Rodin-likfigure of greatness on Titauic battlefields. Last July
in Germany he figured as a national
joke "von Hindenburg of the Lakes,"
they used to call him In the barracks
and In the cafes as well, with a tip of
their fingers to their foreheads to indicate that von Hindenburg and his
"lakes" consttiuted a first class case
of water on the brain. Now in the
'barracks and cafes when they speak of
"von Hindenburg of the Lakes" they
doff their hats and follow it up at the
top of their lungs with a rendering "fV
"Die Wacht am Rheln." His emperor
has given hini the highest military
title in the service. Universities have
eomthered him with honorary degrees.
Busts displaying the rugged, warty
features of the great old German are
stuck in every available niche In
every public place in Germany. When
the bids play soldiers they fight it out
to see which of them shall stalk at
the head of the chubby legged ranks
as Marshal voa Hindenburg. One
day recently a German newspaper
mentioned solicitously that Marshal
von Hindenburg was suffering with
gallstones, and not many days later a
military train drew up in the vicinity
of Lodz that had in it affreight car
packed to the roof with gallstone rsi-ediefamily, patent and proprietary-s- ent
by a thousand and more anxious
and devoted countrymen and women.
The explanation of the joke in the
sobriquet "von Hindenburg of the
Lakes" is in order. The Germans used to laugh heartily over it and wag
their heads and Bay well, what would
be the equivalent in English, of saying
that yon Hindenburg was "a grand"
old crank." . For.be it understood the
while they laughed at the rugged,
and
grizzled general, military men
populace alike always loved him
loved him for his bombast and good
fellowship, for his cantankerous defiance with his obsession of the
"lakes" of the more elegant gentlemen
of the general staff, for his roaring
protests that came from time to time
against his retirement from the army
when he felt that he was still full of
vigor and usefulness and keently scenting the coming of the tremendous
conflict that is now waging.
For many years tne Mazurlan lakes
of east Prussia formed a cause for hot
debate among German military men.
The Mazurlan Lakes are a vast chain,
with bodies .of water ranging from
the size of Lake George to that of
Rockland Lake and with marshes intervening. They lie just on the other
side of the Russian border, with the
Baltic sea a little beyond. The debate
was whether in the event of an invasion by Russia this territory could be
defended. Von Hindenburg always Insisted that it couIq. And for a long
time years ago there were those who
sided with him. But one by one these
'f
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wine-sprea- d
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Bo-side-

miige

as apparently se man for leniency is granted by Govwere, of broken limbs, 18 ernor Hiram Johnson. Rabor was
had concussion of the brain, 13 had
of the murder of Cherry St,
their skulls fraotured, 4 were para- Maurice, queen of the red light dislyzed, 37 received serious sprains, 2G trict of Sacramento in July, 1913.
were spiked, 17 received fractures, 7 Jack Drumgoole, a Chicago
prizo
were put out of the running by disloca- fighter, is
serving life imprisonment
tions, and 10 were victims of torn
for his part in the crime, which shockrious,

314

cou-vlcte- d

liga-ment-

HEAVY

red-face- d

BEC.ERMAN FIELD MARSHAL,
LOVED BY ARMY, ONCE WAS
LAUGHED AT

recorded

injuries

SPORTS

CONSIDERING NUMBER OF PERSONS ENGAGED, DEATHS
ARE NOT NUMEROUS
Chicago, Dec. 17 The toll of life
aud limb exacted, by sport Is declining.
CareUuI records
kept of the three
major sporta for the season Just closed
show that Americans are attaining, a
more safe and sane policy on their
many playgrounds and in the forests.
AmeriOf the millions of
can men and boys who havei gone into
the woods with the rffle, played the
great national game of baseball, and
put their muscles to the etrenous
tests of football, only 159 have met
death this year. The injuries that the
tabulators classed as serious total
and of this number fully half
have entirely recovered.
When one stopa to think of the
many who engage in these three great
pastimes, fully 10,000,000 at the least
estimate, the tpjl of deaths and Injuries does not seem so terrible. In
fact, it is believed that the same number of mem and boys, If engaged during the same number of hours in work
or in traVel, would meet with Injury
and death In proportion fully as great
as they did in their favorite sports.
The hunting fatalities of the year fell
off from 135 last year, although the Injuries jumped from x25 to 162. The
comparison shows a satisfactory gain
for sane hunting. A campaign of
warning was waged in each of the 18
states from hich the figures are
drawn. Wisconsin lost 33 hunters,
Michigan 27, Minnesota 12. Michigan
had 42 injured huntsmen. Wisconsin
36 and Washington
20. From the
statistics of the game license bureaus,
It la estimated that 150,000
hunted
deer during the open season.
Baseball, In which nearly every boy
in America indulged, and fully
of American men took part, besides the numberless professional and
players, makes a remarkably good showing with only $5
deaths attributable to injuries received in the game. Of this number 20
were hit byy pitched.balls, 5 werej
d
struck with bats, 4
them
selves, 1 was hurt sliding to a base,
and 1 waa killed in a fight Of the 918
0,

one-fift-

over-exerte-

h

In the minor leagues, 116 were
Injured; in the American league, 69;
National league, 61; Federal league,
56; and on college teams, 8.
Football, the most strenuous of American games, exacts a remarkably light
toil this year. Of course, the death
list of 13 does not convey the full seriousness of the game. Among the in
jured, they are go many and constant
that they could not all be accurately
tabulated, many are permanently injured. Considering the great numbers
of school teams, college teams, and
boys who took part In the game this
year, and the opportunities! for rough
work which are always present
in the game, the wonder Is that the
the death list Is so small This is attributed in part to the thoroughly
trained condition, or the uchool and
college teams, and the careful selection of the most hardy youths to make
up the teama Only two of the fatalities were among college men; one of
these died from heart disease and the
other from Injuries in; a class game.
The others nvere members of high
school, preparatory schools or mere
lance teams None of the boys were
over 20 years of age. Tackling was
the principal cause of the Injuries that
resulted; in death. Of the four thousand and more cases of injury noted,
fully half are known to have entirely
recovered, and it Is estimated that the
s
recoveries will reach
of
the number.

cost of the

in Camel Cigarettes simply forbids the
givin? of such induce...
...
ments,
20 for JOc and you never
smoked a better carette

at any price. They're

pleasing in flavor and fragrance. Besides, they wUl

HI

not bite your tongue or parch
your throat, nor will they leave
that cigaretty taste i
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
WUuton-Sale-

N. C.

and Tar.
P. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif.

three-quarter-

-- RETAIL
2,000 pounds or More, each
1,000

pound
200 pounds
50 pound
Les than SO

PRICES
per 100
25c per 100
30c per 100
.40c per 100
50c per 100
20c

dllvery...

to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pound, each delivery
pound, each delivery

Ibt.
lbs.
Ibt.
lee.

lb.

6 UA PUR A COMPANY

A

Harvesters, Storers and Dlatrtbutora of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas FamouB.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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Why They Recommend Foley's Honey

because
"it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Taylor, Luthervilie, Ga. because "I believe it to be an honest medicine and
it satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook.
Neihart, Mont. because "It gives the
HANGING IN CALIFORNIA
best results for coughs and colds of
Sacramento, Calif., Dec. 17. Samuel anything I sell." Every user Is a
J. Raber, a cafe entertainer, formerly friend. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa
ot Jolieti 111., will be hung tomorrow Drug Store. Adv.
at Folsom prison, unless the petition
of Illinois friends or the condemned
Subscribe for The 'jptlc

(

No Premiums wiii Camels

ENFORCES SENTENCE
Little Rock, Ark., Dec. 17. If the
prison authorities refuse to electrocute1 Arthur Hodges, convicted of slaying a1 constable, on tomorrow, the date
finally set for the execution, Governor
Hays will remove them. Recently the
Pulaski county board enjoined the
state prison board from, carrying out
the sentence. A long legal battle ensued, during which the case was twice
carried to the state supreme court.
GOVERNOR

wry

Ger-'man-

CIGARETTES

ed this section at that time. Coincident with the conviction came the
claim of Anna Held, the famous
French actress, that the dead woman
was related to her, and Miss Held
claimed the $60,000 estate which tle
woman left. The woman did not leavo
a will, and Miss Held engaged counsel
to represent her in her claim Cherry
St. Maurice was slain in her resort a
year ago last July, for her Jewels.
Raber and Drumgoole were arrested
and convicted. In October of this year
Raber was sentenced by Judge Glenn
to be exeouted on December 18.
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VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

THAT ,
Gloom Killing?
La.vigh- - Making
COMEDY

fioise

business men of the community and
their wives are lnvtted to come up
to the club Tooms during this period
and remain until the program has
ESTABLISHED 187t
been completed.
It has been so arranged that the
affair" will Te; over by 3 o'clock,
Published by
so that the busy, merchant will not be
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
drawn away from bis store more than
(Incorporated)
an hour and a quarter at the most.
The club officers say" it is up to the
.Editor
M. M. PADGETT.:....
business people to make the luncheon
a success and they are, depending upon
you, Mr. Merchant to be there. The
OptH as'weU ? jt'tffe Commercial
club officers, X befieves ; you wIlT find
ina
Entered at tie postofflce at East your attendance1 be ' profitable
vestment.
i
'j.
transCas Vegas, New Mexico, lor
mission through the .United States
flails as second class mattm.

THE DAILY OPTIC
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ROAD

bBSaISED

4.

THURSDAY,

AN ULTIMATUM
BY DER KAISER

.... .

. . .

1.

1

...

.

...............

wTTTTrTVTTTTTTTTtfVTTTrTW
(Montgomery News)
Gott,
GOTT,blease,

dear Gott,

attention

Your barduer Vilhelm's here
Und has a word or two to say
Indo your brlvate ear;
So durn away all udders now
Und listen veil to me,
For vot I say concerns me much.
Meinself und Shermany.

''''

FOR HIGHWAY WORK

know, - dear Oott, I was your
friendt,
Und from mein hour of birth
l quietly let you rule Heffen
"
Vile I ruled o'er the earth,
soldiers
meln
Und ven I toldt
e
battle days
Of
........
'
1
gladly split' de glory
Und gave you haf de braise.
,.t..

You- -

;

,:,

.15 DR. CAHILL GREATLY
W
WITH IMPROVEMENT

One Week...
One Month
One Year

TM

PLEASED
UPON

WATR0U6;OAD

Daily, by Mall
$6.00

George H. Hunker of the San Mi3.00 guel
county road board,, has received
a letter from Dr. L. L.C ahill of Sprin3.50 ger
lv Mnnthi In arrears)
complimenting him upon the good
work done on the highway; between
Las Vegas and Watrous. , Tis road
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
was improved under the personal dil
GROWER
rection
of Messrs. Hunker, Robert J.
2.00
One Year
and Sostenes Delgado, memTaupert
Six Months
bers of the road commission. Dr. Cabin's letter follows:
Mr. Geo. H. Hunker,
(Cash in Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
East Las Vegas, N- Mex.
Remit by check, craft or money My dear Sir:
rder. If sent otherwise we will not I was in your city one day lact week
responsible for loss.
and, incidentally, pbscerverl the fine
Specimen copies free on application. road which you are constructing between Las Vegas and Watrous. You
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUfcU ftl are certainly to be commended upon
Ibis noticeable "high wayr From the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
culverts which you nare placei In l!;e
PAID FOR
roads', I notice that you are prepared
One Year (in advance)
Six Months (in advance)
One Year (in arrears)

0

"

-

'

In everyway I tried to prove'.
Mein heart to ydu wa;true.;.:?
Und only elaimedeirii uonest share
.....
in great deeds dat ve. do;
;

could not haf a' better friendt
In sky, or land or sea,
Than ,JjiiKer Vilhelm number two,
De I.orVHf Shermany.
You

8

CURTA1I1

PRIVATE SECRETARY"

offending member ot the team, were
not disposed of at once.
This action came following another
runaway in which the water wagon
and J'Mack" Evans, its driver, again
The team roke loose from
figured.
the grasp of a man whom Evans had
asked to hold them while he climbed
upon the wagon, and sped from here
to thence in less time than it takes
to tell it. The sprint started on the
corner of Main avenue and Sixth
street and ended, so far as Evans is
concerned, a few hundred feet fur
ther north on Sixth. The driver jump
ed, fearing he would be seriously in
jured if he stuck with his post. The
team stopped of its- own accord 'hear
the corner of "Columbia,;, avenue. No
'"'"'
damage was done.
Evans says the fractious Prince was
the cause of the runaway. A' short
time ago, when the department turned out to the fire at the O'Byrne coal
yard. Prince kicked the gong off the
hose wagon, bent the brake rod and
did other damage to the vehicle. At
the same time he kicked his teammate and badly skinned up that patient, beast.

t

Ill

So vot I say, dear Gott, is dis:
(Continued From Page One.)
Dat ve should still be friendts.
Vnd you ehould help to send my foes
The report that the Austrians are
To meet dor flitter ends;
up the retiring. Russian
following
If you, Gott. vill dis me do
or
army, from the south shows, in the.
I'll nothing ask again,
opinion of military observers, that the
Und you and I vill bardners be
Russians are heing forced northward
Amen.
for evermore
upon their forces in western Poland.
Whether this retirement will extend
But listen, Gott, it must be quick

;'

!

SEATS
RESERVED

7SO

&

3I.OO

UNRESERVED

CURTAIN GOES UP

m

a

8:45 SHARP;

AT

MwHg4 a Tim rTssrpa

BE THERE
ELKS

REDUCE PRICE OF UNRE-- .
SERVED SEATS FROM 50
TO 35 CENTS

Watch Bracelets"

A warm house and it will be warm
a big crowd, a first class performance and a star local cast and the consciousness that it is all for. a good
cause, make the jformal ,bow of "The
Private Secretary" to a Las Vegas
audience tonight come under pretty

nearly ideal conditions.
The dress rehearsal was all that any
one could desire and those in charge
elated
of the production
over the manner in which the cast
"put over" their "lines" and "business." it.-.
.
do not forget that the
By
curtain goes iftp at 8:45 p. m. This
time is set in order to give the store
folk a chance to attendl the show. The
surprise announced today in advertise
ing space proves to ibe a reduction in
the price of the unreserved seas of
the opera house. The price advertised
was 50 cents, but the Elks discovered
that a large number of the younger!
people wanted to attend the "Private
Secretary" ' tout Just could not see the
50 cents.
So, more to accomodate
these folk than any thing else, the
reduction was made. And after all,
especially to the students of the city,
that little 15 cents is expected to
make a big difference These seats,
as has been said, are not reserved and
will have to be purchased tonight at
the box office. The cast of "The Private Secretary" is as follows:
Mr. Bert Adams
Mr, Marsland
Harry MarslandMr. Donald G. Hart
s

"

Party Boxes
Vanity :Cases
Silver Pencils

Hand Bags

m

TAUPERTS

gt

101
Northern Pacific
...148
Reading
85
Southern Pacific
.118
Union Pacific
51
United States Steel....
United States Steel preferred, .104

Corn, Dec. 64; May,
Oats, Dec. 48y2; May

70.

Pork,s'rau.
Lard,- Jan.

May
May
May

Ribs,'-'.Ta-

KANSAS

CITY

52.
$18.87.
$10.37.
$10.32.

LIVE STOCK
1

.

.

Will there be
.

asVidrola

in your home this Xmas?

S15 to S200

c

STORE OPEN EVENINGS

f.

"The Store of Quality"

y

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

Goods Bought can be Exchanged

te
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mi

urn mikmTUiio
SALE "OFFERS V1
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1-

-2

OFF

-4

OFF

"PRINCE"
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Kansas City, Dec. 17. Hogs, receipts
Market steady. Bulk $7
10,000.
veloped a hardening tendency; today,
7.20;
heavy
$7.107.25; pigs $6.50
influenced by the steadiness of 'quo7.
tations at Liverpool
and ,by state'Cattle, receipts 2,500. Market slow.
ments that cash sales here were larg'
er than had been reported. After Prime fed steers $9.2510.25; westcent higher, ern steers $7&. 25; calves $69.75.
opening unchanged to
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market steady.
the market reacted a little, but then
Lambs
$88.75; yearlings $6.50 '
promptly rallied. The close was strong
j
to 1 cent above last night.
Cora turned upward with wheat.
TOO LATE TO , CLASSIFY
The opening which was' the same as
last night to
off was. .followed by
a moderate net advance all around. FOR RENT Large nicely furnished
The close was strong at
to 1
g
room, with, stove; suitable for one
"
'
or two men. No sick. Phone Main
cent net advance.
.
321.
Oats took the same course aa corn.
Lack of support allowed provisions
to drag. The closing quotations were: WANTED
A good cook;, good wages.
620 Washington.
Wheat, Dec. 1.20; May .1.23.
--

?

'

$18.42;
$10.12;
$10.02;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Dec. 17. Wheat prices de

one-hal-

-

--

Fountain Pens

were-highl-

to the Russians masqea to the north
of Hiortrkow, will ffepend upon the
events of the next few days, '
The report of the withdrawal of the
for the raijiyi season and havo pro- column which advanced
German
';!
Advertisers are guaranteed the v ded a way for the, disposition of wa
through Mia wa, northern Poland, indicates bat the Russians recognized in
largest dall and weekly circulation ter, a principal factor in ths destrucMf.Cattermole.Mr. G. )5. Morrlsson
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water front. The rainfall accompanying the wind storm, mounted to almost three Inches.
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:
'Produced by the Universal Film Co.

By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
Author of "The Fortune Hunter," "The Bras Bowl," "The
Black Bag," etc.

Illustrated with Photographs from the picture Production.
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The Masked Voloe.

For a matter of twelve hours the
fog, leaden, dank, viscous, ae inexorable as the dominion of evil, had
rapped the world In an embrace ae
foul and noxious as the coils of some
reat, gray, slimy serpent.
Through Its luggiah folds the pond
lifeboat crept
derous,
at a snail's pace, its stem parting and
d
rolling back from either flank a
sea of gray.
In the bows a young woman rested
In a state of
her eyes
closed, he head pillowed on a cork-beher sodden garments modeled closely to the slender
body that was ever and again shaken
from head to feet with the strength
of a long, shuddering respiration.
Seated on the nearest thwart, Alan
Law, chin In hand, watched over the
Test of this woman whom he loved
with a grimly hopeless solicitude. He
"was In no happier caee than she, so
far as physical comfort went he was
In worse, since he might not rest.
Premonition of misfortune darkened
Ms heart with Its impenetrable
power-Impelle-

heavy-hearte-

In the stern Tom Barcus presided
rjnorosely over the steering gear; and
Law was no more jealously heedful of
his sweetheart than Barcus of the
heavy-dutmotor that chugged away
to purposefully at Its business of driv
y

ing the boat
Lacking at once a compass,, all notion whatsoever of the sun's bearings,
heaven-knew-wher-

.

and any Immediate hope of the fog

lifting or chance bringing them either
to land or to rescue by some larger
and less comfortless craft, Barcus

.steered mainly through force of habit
r
man's instinctive feel
the
no boat under way should
that
ing
ever in any conceivable circumstance
tie without a hand at the helm. It had
eemed impossible that it could long
escape repetition of the disaster, but
somehow, it always did escape, and
that by a wide margin; never once
Siad it passed near enough to another
.vessel to see it,
And now for more than an hour the
silence had been uncannily constant,
ajroken only by the rumble of the motor, the muted lisp of water slipping
down the side, the euck and gurgle of
ealt-wate-

,

wake.

Forebodings no less portentous than
Law's crawled In the mind of Barcus.
5t was as likely as not that the
was traveling straight out to sea.
And gasoline tanks can and oftentimes
alo become as empty as an official
-weather prophets promise of fair
weather for a holiday.
More than this, Mr. Barcus was a
confirmed skeptic In respect of ma-fine motors; on term of long and
intimate excellence with the ways of
life-ibo- at

--

might, for Instance, be: heading for.
Spain, for all you or I know to the
contrary. And in such case, I for one
respectfully prefer to have gas enough
to take us home again if ever this
ia blessed fog lifts 1"
And for several seconds longer the
stillness strangled their spirits in its
ruthless grasp. ,
Then of a sudden a cry shrilled
through the fog, so near at hand that
It seemed scarcely more distant than
over the side:
"Ahoy! Help! Ahoy there! Help!"
So Insistent, so urgent was Us accent that, coupled with the surprise,
It brought the three as one to their
their eyes seeking
feet, all
one another's faces, then shifting uneasily away.
"What can it be?" Rose whispered,
aghast, shrinking into AJan's ready
arm.
"A woman," Barcus put in harshly.
"Judith," the girl moaned.
Alan shook himself together.
he contended. "I saw her
go down . . ."
"That doesn't prove she didn't come
up," Barcus commented acidly.
"Ahoy! Motorboat
Help!"
"And that," Barcus pursued sadly,
"just proves she did come up blame
the luck! Alive she is, and kicking;
stand clear. An
pair of
lungs was back of that hall, my friend;
and you needn't tell me I don't know
the dulcet accents of that angelic
aho-o-oy- !
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able-bodie- d

!"

Without heeding him, Alan cupped
bands to mouth and sent an answering cry ringing through the murk:
"Ahoy! Where are you? Where
away?"
"Here on the reef
perishing with chill"
"How does my voice bear?" Alan
called back.
"What the dickens do you care?"
Barcus interpolated susplcluosly.
"To port," the response rang through
the fog. "Starboard your helm and
come in slowly!"
Half a minute 1" Alan re"Right-o- !
plied reassuringly.
"Like hell!" Mr. Barcus muttered in
his throat as he jumped down Into the
engine pit and bent over the
Leaping on the forward thwart and
balancing himself perilously near the
gunwale,. Alan strained his vision
vainly against the opacity of the fog.
"Can't make out anything," he
grumbled, looking back. "Start her
up but slow's the word and 'ware
reef!"
"Nothing doing," Barcus retorted
curtly. "The motto Is now 'Full epeed
aBtern!' as you must know."
"O come! We can't leave a woman
out there In a fix like that!"
"Can't we? Tou watch!" Barcus
grunted malevolently, rocking the
heavy flywheel with all his might; for
the motor had turned suddenly stub
born.
"Alan!" Rose pleaded, laying a hand
upon his sleeve. "Think what i)
means! I know it sounds heartless ol
me and it's my own slater. But you
know how mad she is wild with hatred and jealousy. If you take her into
this boat, it's your life or hers!"
"If we leave her out there," Alan
retorted, shaking his arm impatiently
free, "it's her life on our heads!"
At this Juncture the motor took
charge of the argument, ending it in
summary fashion. With a smart ex
plosion In the cylinder, it started ui
unexpectedly. &L fiaa. aM..tha lami
d

Delivered

Into

Hands of the

the
Enemy.

the demon of perversity that tenants
them one and all, he knew that the
present
performance
of the exhibit under consideration
was no earnest whatsoever of future
good behavior, that when such a com'
plicated contraption was concerned
there was never any telling . , .
In view of all of which considera
tions he presently threw open the battery swit?h.
And the aching void created In the
silence by the cessation of that unl
form drone was startling enough to
rouse even Rose Trine from her state
of
With a look of panic she sat up,
thrust damp hair back from her eyes,
and nervously Inquired:
"What's, the matter?"
"Nothing," Barcus told her. "I shut
the engine off that's all."
Tempers were ehort In that hour,
and Alan was annoyed to think that
the rest of his beloved should needlessly have been disturbed.
"What did you do that for?" he de
manded sharply.
"Because I jolly well wanted to,"
Barcus returned In a tone as brusque.
"Oh, you did eh?"
"Tes, I did eh! 1 happen to be
bossing this end of the boat and to
have sense enough to realize there's
no sense at all in our wasting fuel the
way we are cruising nowhere!"
"Well," Law .contended, struck by
the fairness of this argument, but unable to calm his uneasiness "Just the
same, we might"
"Yes; of course, we might," Barcws
enflpnod. "We mleht a. whole lat. We
sweet-tempere- d

'

.

of state assessors

timo "almost dislocating the arm of
Mr. Barcus and precipitating Alan
overboard.
It was not given him tolinow what
was happening until he found himself
in the water; be struggled to the eur-faejust in time to see the bows of
the lifeboat back away and vanish into
the mist.

FIDEL ORTIZ IS
COMMISSIONERS'

e

LEADER

CHAPTER XVI.
The Island,
Not more tha twenty seconds could
have elapsed before Baroua recovered
from the shock of the motor's treach-.er'sufficiently to reverse the wheel,
throttle down the carburetor and jump
out of the engine-pit- .
But in that small space of time the
lifeboat and Alan Law had parted company aa definitely aa though one of
them had been levitated bodily to the
far side of the earth.
It could not1 have been more than
a minute after the accident before
Barcus was guiding the boat over
what, going ou his sense of location
and judgment of distance, he could
have sworn was the precise spot
where Alan had disappeared, but without discovering a sign of him.
And for the next twenty minutes
he divided his attention between attempts to eootbe and reassure the
girl and efforts to
educe a reply from Alan by stentorian
hailing with as little success in the
one as in the other.
"Alan!" he shrieked at the top of
hia lungs. "Alan! Give a hail to tell
us you're safe!"
There was a little pause; he was
racking his brains for some more moving mode of appeal when the answer
came In another voice in the voice
of Judith Trine, clear, musical, effervescent with sardonic humor:
"Be at peace, little one bleat no
more! Mr. Law is with us and safe
oh, quite, quite safe!"
Barcus
In dumb consternation
sought the countenance of Rose. Her
ayes, meeting his, were blank with
despair. He shook his head helplessly
and let his hands dangle idly between
his knees.
With no way on her, the lifeboat
drifted with a current of unknown set
and strength.
"What can we do?" Rose implored.
"We must do something. We can't
leave him
Oh, when I think
of him there, in her hands, I could go

as my eyes are blind.
me, ooing on my experience with the lady, I'd be willing to
bet that she was picked up by the
steamer that ran us down, and proceeded to make a prize of it or try
There's nothing to go by except the
bare possibility that the reef she
spoke of may be Norton's. It doesn't
seem possible, but we may have made
that much southing, In that case
we're about three miles off the mainland, somewhere in the neighborhood
of Katama island, a little, rocky, deso
late bump of earth, inhabited mainly
by fishermen.
The girl wrung her hands. "But
how could Judith get there and with
her men and ammunition?"

ComSanta Fo, Deo.
missioner FideJ Ortiz of Las Vegas
was yesterday afternoon elected president of the New Mexico Association
of County Commissioners, his rivals
for the honor being C. M. Beaman of
Eddy county and J. F. Findlay of
Dona Ana county, who, however, withdrew before a ballot was taken. The
choice was made unanimous. C. W.
Beaman of Eddy county was unanimously elected secretary.
The retiring officers are Rev. Harvey M. Shields of Colfax county, president, who, is seriously ill, and John
F. Findlay of Dona Ana county, who
retires as secretary.
French Talks Good Roads
The event of the aay was an address by State Engineer James A.
French on good roads, he urging
and more scientific
closer
planning and execution In permanent
internal Improvements.
Resolutions
The following resolutions were then
adopted:
"Resolved, that the chairman of tbtst
association appoint a committee to
consist of one commissioner from
every judicial district and the chairman of this association to draft suggestions in regard to road, bridge, tax
and. other legislation and to present
the same to the forthcoming legists
ture.
"Be it resolved, that the members
of the State Association of County
Commissioners express their deep regret at the continued Illness of Hon.
Harvey ,M.i Shields, who has so long
and successfully presided over the deliberations of this association. .
- Be .it further resolved, that the
thanks of this association be extended
to Hon. W. C. McDonald, Hon. Antonio
Luoero, Hon. W. G. Sargent, Hon.
Hon. James A.
Howell Earnest,
for
French and Hon. Ira
the kindness in assisting this association in solving the many problems before them.
"Be it furthermore resolved; that
this association wlsnes to express its
high appreciation of the courtesies
extended to them by the board of cap-itcustodians in permitting them to
use the senate chamber. B. Kempe-nicJ. S. Baca and George U.
.

mad!"
"It only I knew," Barcus protested;
"but my hands are tied, my wits are
a helpless

uijoi

cannot reach the seat of the disease-Catarris a blood or constitutional
disease, and In order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
not a quack medicine. It was pre
scribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a reg
ular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined witJ
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two Ingre
dients Is what produces such wonder
ful results in curing catarrh. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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FOR CLASIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

RATES

Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words,
Catt in advance preferred.

Anamosa, la., Deo. 17. Mrs. C. J.
Cash, wife of a prominent attorney
here, is the proud possessor of a
priceless heirloom. It is only a FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
French coin, hung on a chain,, and it
or without board. 710 Grand.
is worth less than 20 cents intrinsically, but the little diBc came from the
hands of Empress: Josephine herself.
Corporal Shaffer, grandfather of Mrs.
himself on the FOR SALE Residence, eight rooms,
Cash, distinguished
bath, sun room, hot water heat. 1102
field and in loyalty to tne "Little Man
street. Call at house or
Eighth
from Corsica." The emperor granted
Room 19 Crockett block.
came
medals
but
few
of
honor,
many
from his spouse, who decorated CorFOR SALE 7 registered
Durham
poral Shaffer with the high token of
cows. Apply H. K. Leonard, San
faithfulness.
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.

for tissni
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Checks Croup Instantly

Lost

You know croup is aangeronus. Ano
you ought to know too, the sense of

security that comes from having Fo- LOST Automobile crank, Leave at
Optic and get reward.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound In, the
house. It cuts the thick mucus and
clears away the phlegm, stops the LOST Bluebird pin, between Potter's Candy store and Columbia avestrangling cough and gives easy
nue. Return to Potter's and rebreathing and quiet sleep. Every user is a friend. O. G. Schaofer and ceive reward.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
.
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THE MILITARY INSTITUTE
Santa Fe, Lec. 17. The biennial rehomesteads; advance inforport of the New Mexico Military Inmation; counties San Miguel, Guadstitute to Governor McDonald received
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
today shows a baUuce on hand of
state township desired; will give
$27,365.93, a rather remarkable condisections subject to entry; retainer
tion of affairs. The balance on Defee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
cember 1, 1912, was $33,460.62, since
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
when $91,784.17 were received for tuid.
!
tion, $700 from the sale of material
Assessors Adjourn
and $50,642.33 from the state, making
The Maryland workmen's compen
After receiving a lengthy opinion a total of $176,587.12. For salaries and
from the office of the attorney gen supplies $113,862.86 were expended for sation act went into effect Novem-be- r
1.
era! and its discussion, the convention building, furniture, libarry, $34,713.58.
ol

a
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Catarrh Cannot be Cured
svlth LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they

LAS VEGAS MAN CHOSEN PRESIDENT OF STATE ASSOCIATION

d

--

resolved to follow
as closely as practical the assessment
schedule for 1914, unless the legislature acta in time to enable the assessment of 1915 to be made under a Dew
revenue law. A legislative committee
consists c Assessors Herbert, Waller, Sanchez, Baca aad Heyn. A reduction of $4.50 from $3 a head on
goats was agreed upon.-

LAi

me TREY
O HEARTS
(Continued from Page Six)
to. One filing's certain the musf
have found or stolen a boat from
somebody; they couldn't have made
Morton's reef by swimming
it's too

ins as though it had never veiled a
heartless tragedy.
Slowly it darkened as the sapphire
above grew darkur, blending insensibly into rare ultramarine with tile
slow decline of the sun, by whose altitude above the horizon the day had
not more than ninety minutes to run.
And she thought drowsily that II
that sun sank without her learning
that her lover lived, it would .not rise
tenanted by Rose
again upon a world
"
Trine.
It was not true, (she told herself, that
people never die of broken hearts.
She knew that, were he taken from
her, she could no longer live. . . .
And sleep overwhelmed
her suddenly, like a great, dark cloud
But its dominion over her faculties
was not of long duration.
Slowly,
heavily, mutinously, she was rescued
from Its nlnrana came to her senses
with an effect of 6ne who emerges
from some vast place of blackness and
terror, to find Barcus kneeling over
and gingerly but persistently shaking
her by the shoulder.
And then she sat up with a cry of
mystified compassion; for In the brief
time that he had been absent it had
not been more than an hour Mr. Barcus had most unquestionably been se
verely used.
He had acquired a long cut over one
eye, but shallow, upon which blood
had dried, together with a bruised and
swollen
cheek that was badly
scratched to boot. And what simple
articles of clothing remained to him,
after his strenuous experiences of tie
last forty-eighours, had been reduced to even greater simplicity; his
shirt, for example, now lacked a sleeve
that had been altogether torn away
at the shoulder.
"No!" he told her, as soon as he saw
her wits were awake once more
"don't waste time pitying me. I'm all
right and so is Alan! That's the
main thing for you to understand; he's
still alive and sound "
"But where Is he? Take me to
him!" she demanded, rlsiug with a
movement of such grace and vigor
that it seemed hard to believe she had
ever known an instant's weariness.
"That's the rub," Barcus confessed,
squatting on the sands and knuckling
his hair. "I dassent take you to him.
Judith might object Besides, you can
see for yourself it isn't safe to mingle
with the inhabitants of this tight
little island and you can't get to
where Alan la without mingling considerably. Sit down, and I'll tell you
all about It, and we'll try to figure out
what's best to be done. Maybe we
can manage a rescue under cover of
night."
And when the girl "had settled herself beside him he launched into a
detailed report
"It's Katama island, all right," he
announced, "but a change has coma
over the place since I visited it some
years ago. Then it was a community
of simple-heartevillagers and fishermen; nowr unless all signs fail, it's a
den of smugglers. I noticed a number of Chinese about; and that, taken
in connection with the fact that, when
I ventured to Introduce myself to the
village ginmill and ask a few Innocent questions, the entire population,
to a child, landed on me like a thousand brick the two circumstances
made me think we'd stumbled on a
settlement of earnest workers at the
gentle art of helping poor Chinamen
evade the exclusion laws."
With a wry smile, he pursued; "As
for me, I landed out back of the joint,
on the nape of my neck, and took the
count, surrounded by a lot of unsympathetic boxes and barrels that had
seen better days. And when I came to
and started to crawl unostentatiously
away, I was just in time to witness the
landing of your amiable sister, that
gang of cutthroats she keeps on the
payroll, and Alan in company with aa
choice a crew of scoundrels as you'd
care to see. I gathered from a few
words that leaked out of the back door
of the barroom, that it was as I had
thought Judith had stolen a boat
from the ship that picked her up, and
rammed it on Norton's reef; and after
she gathered Alan in the schooner of
these smugglers happened along, and
she hailed it and struck a bargain with
the captain and signed
articles, or something like that. Anyway, her lot and the islanders were
soon as thick as thieves, and tanking
up so sociably that I actually got a
chance to whisper a word to Alan and
tell him you were all right, and that
he'd find us both down here on the
beach, if luck served him with an escape. That was all I got a chance to
say, for Judith marched up just then
and yanked him off to his cell. I mean
to say, he'a locked up now in a little
stone hut on the edge of the cliff, with
the door guarded and the window overlooking a sheor drop of thirty feet or
so to the beach. When I'd seen that
much I calculated it was about time
for me to get quit of that neighborhood, before Mam'selle Judith nicked
me with the evil eye."
"You don't think she saw you?" the
girl cried.
"I don't think so," Barcus allowed
gravely; and then, lifting his gaze, he
added as he rose In a bound: "I just
know she did that's all.
In another Instant he was battling
might and main with three willing ruffians, who had come suddenly into
view round a shoulder of rock; but his
efforts were shortlived, foredoomed to
failure. He was weakened with suffering and fatigue and the three were
fresh and had the courage at least of
tneir numbers. He was overborne rn
a twinkling, and had his face ground
brutally into the sand while his hands
were made fast with stout rope behind
his back. And when he rose, it was
to find, as he had anticipated, that
Rose's rcflisteace had beea gs futile
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Yanked Him Off to

Hit Cell.

far. That's the answer; they were
picked up, stole a boat, and piled it
us on the reef."
"And there's no hope !"
'
"Only of the fog relenting. If we
could make the mainland and get
help . . ."
His accents died away Into a disconsolate silence that was unbroken for
upwards of an hour.
So slowly the current bore the lifeboat toward the beach and so still
the tide that Barcus never appreciated
they were within touch of any land
until the bows grounded with a slight
jar and a grating sound.
With a cry of incredulity he leaped
,to his feet "Land, by all that's
,lucky!" and stooping, lent a hand to
the girl, aiding her to rise,
j
Hardly had Rose had time to comprehend what had happened, when
Barcus was over the eide and wrestling with the bows, dragging "the boat"
'
"farther upon the shoals.
She was, however, more than one
man could manage; and when her
stem had bitten a little more deeply
Into the sands, Barcus gave over the
attempt and, lifting Rose down, set
her on dry land, then climbed back into
the vessel, rummaged out her anchor
and cable, and carried them ashore,
planting the former well up towards
the foot of the cliff.
And as he rose from this last labor
he was half blinded by the glare of the
westering sun as it broke through the
fog.

In less than five minutes the miracud
lous commonplace was an
fact; the wind had rolled the
fog back like a scroll and sent it spinning far out to sea, while the shore
on which the two had landed was
aeluged with sunlight, bright end
beautifully warm.
He showed a thoughtful and considerate countenance to the girl.
"You're about all in?"
She nodded confirmation of this,
which was no more than simple truth.
"Where are we?" she added,
He made her party to his own peracom-plishe-

i

plexity.
"You're not able to travel," he pursued. "Do you mind being left alone

while I take a turn up the beach and
have a look round? We can't be far
from some sort of civilization; even
If It's an island there are no desert
teles along this coast. I'll find something soon enough, no fear."
By tacit consent both avoided mention of Alan, but each knew what
thought was uppermost In the other's
mind.
.,

"There's a niche among the rocks

tip here," Barcue indicated, "almost a
cave. You'll be warm and dry enough,

and secure from observation overhead.
Maybe 'you can even snatch a few
winks of Bleep. . . ."
She negatived that suggestion with
weary smile; no sleep for her until
sheer exhaustion overpowered her, or
she knew of Alan's fate.
And bo, reiterating his promise to
be gone no longer than absolutely
might be needful, he left her there.
CHAPTER XVII.

This Mortal Tide.
She was very certain she would
never Bleep before her anxiety was
assuaged by word of Alan's fate; but
Bbe reckoned without her host of
trials that had bred in her a fatigue
anodynous. even to her mental an
guish.

For a time after Barcus had left
oer sne lingered upon the sands, in
the moutn of the shelter he had se
lected for her, staring hungrily out on
the shimmering sea that, now wholly
divested of its shroud, smiled up to
the heavens, whose sapphire face it
jnlrrorei! as fair and sweet of seem'

d
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s his own; she, too, was captive; her
muds bound like his, the huge and
paw of one of Judith's crew cruelly clamped upon her shoulders.
They were granted time to exchange
10 more than one despairing glance
when a curt laugh fairly chilled the
blnod in Mr. Barcus, and he swung
sharply between his two guards to
un-Jea- n

confront Judith Trine.
The woman he saw at first glance,
was in one of her most dangerous
moods If, Barcus mentally qualified,
there was a pin to choose between her
jioods. But now, beyond dispute, she
exhibited a countenance new in bis
experience with her, and one well calculated to appall.
Her face was bloodless, even as her
Hps were white with the curb she put
upon her passion. Her eyes were lurid
with the glare of rage approaching
mania. Her hands trembled, her lips
quivered, all ber actions were abrupt
with nervousness.
He was by no means
but he shrank openly from the look
she gave him, and was relieved when
she, with a sneer, passed him by and
planted herself squarely before her
...
sister.
"Well ?" she demanded brusquely.
"How much longer do you think I'm
oing to tolerate your interference
you poor little fool! How many more
lessons will, you require before realizing that I mean to have my way, and
that you'll cross me only to suffer
for it?"
The courage of the other girl won
the unstinted admiration of Mr. Barcus. Far from cringing, she seemed
e.
to find fresh heart in her sister's
Her head was high, her glance
level with illimitable contempt as she
replied:
"So you've tried again?" she inquired obliquely, with a tone of pity.
"You've offered him your love yet another time, have you?"
"Silence!" Judith cried in fury.
"Only to learn once more that he
would rather death than you?" Rose
"And so you
persisted, unflinching,
come to take your spite out on me,
do you? You pitiful thing! Do you
thiuk I mind knowing as I do now
that he could never hold you in anything but compassion and contempt?"
For an instant there was silence; by
the scsrn of her sister the heat of
Judith's fury had been transformed
into a cold and malignant rage. She
controlled herself and her voice
poor-spirite-
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Kaze without a "tremor Traversed the
shining flood to its far horizon.
He noted that already the waters
had risen more than an inch.
Humbled even in his tenor by that
radiant calm that dwelt upon her, he
Miss
ventured diffidently: "Rose

Trine"

TO GET

Francisco,
reported that the Western Pacific and
the Santa Fe railways have at last
entered into an agreement by which
the Santa Fe gains entrance to Sacramento.
The Santa Fe, according to the report, will buy a half Interest In the
Western Pacific track between Stockton and Sacramento, and also its terminal facilities at Sacramento, effec
tive Janary 1, 1915, by which time the
Santa Fe will have complete detail
,rr tra'n service.:
The new arrangements will give the
j
.Santa Fe through service from Sapra-iruentto the east and also a local
service from Sacramento to San Fran-JciscStockton, Los Angeles and
'points south.
'
Horses from Kansas
I
The Kansas railways are rushing
horses to the ports as fast as possible to serve in the European war.
"We have a steady stream of horses
to the eastern ports, to Galveston and
New Orleans and points in Canada,"
J. C. Burnett, assistant general freight
agent of the Santa Fe, said this morning. "There seems to be a heavy demand for American horses abroad."
These horses are for the most part
recruited in the Missouri valley, Oklahoma and Texas. Kansas has sent its
full quota of horses to serve in the
armies of Europe. The horses are
concentrated at Dallas, Kansas City,
St. Paul, Denver, Omaha and in a
smaller degree in other western cities.
Here they are placed in stock cars
and sent on their way.
Gentle Kansas farm horses will
soon be transformed from tame and
domestic animals to fierce, charging
steeds of the British and German cavalry. Few of these Jayhawker horses
will enlist in the German army.
When the war first broke out, a
perceptible Increase in the movement
of horses was noted. The movement
at first was almost exclusively to Canada, perhaps on account of unfavorable shipping facilities on the gulf at
that time. Now a large per cent of
the war horses are going to the south
front this part, of the country. The
horses from the northern states are
being rushed into Canada arid those
from the middle west and eastern
states are being shipped to ewport
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They Fought Like Madmen.

mar-velousl-

...

his throat could be so dry, so
"You will see," she said in even and
parched
frigid accents. And the light of her
He opened his eyee, shuddering.
mania leaped and leaped again in her
"It's good-bnow," he faltered.
flame.
like
a
"I
have
eyes
preliving
"Not yet!" her voice rang beside
pared a way to make you understand him, vibrant. "Look up there along
what opposition to me means . . !." the cliff!"
.
She waved a ftand toward the nearer
He lifted his gaze
"Take
of
them along,"
rocks.
point
Two men were runniug along the
she commanded.
cliff and the man in the lead was
The understanding between her and Alan. But his lead was
very scant,
her men was apparently complete; for
and the man whi! pursued waB one of
these last, .without hesitation or furstuck to the trail like a
ther instructions, marched Rose and Judith's, and fresh
from the leash.
Barcus downto the end of the epit
And no
watsf s at his lips ;
and on, Into the water.
Barcus could no more speak without
before BarIt was nearly knee-deestrangling.
cus was halted with a savage jerk,
Of a sudden he groaned in his heart;
backed up to a rock, forced despite his
though there was no passable way
frenzied resistance to sit down In the down
the cliff, still the sight of his
water, and swiftly, with half a dozen friend alive and unharmed had
brought
with It a thrill of hope; now that hope
died as he saw Alan stumble and go
to his knees.
Before he could rise the other was
upon him, with the fury of a wolf seeking the throat of a stag.
For an iustant they fought like mad
men; then, in a trice, the eky line
of the cliff was empty; one or the
other had tripped and fallen over the
brink, and falling had retained hold
of his enemy and carried him down as
well.
By no chance, Barcus told himself,
could either escape uninjured.
Yet, to his amazement, he saw one
i:S?
man
break from the other's embrace
1
and rise. And he who lay still, a

...

--

blood-houn-

--

-

yy Z? ;

crumpled, inhuman heap upon the
sands, was Judith's man.
With a violent effort Barcus lifted
ilia mouth above water and shrieked:
"Alan! Alan! Help! Here at the
end of the point in the water help!"
A precious minute was lost before
Alan discovered their two heads, so
barely above that swiftly rising flood.
Then he ran toward them as he had
:ever run before, and as he came
and freed its
whipped cut a
jack-knif-

Already

e

the Waters Had Risen Over Wade.
an Inch.
Even so

deft hitches of rope and a stanch
knot, made fast In that position submerged to his chest.
'
This accomplished, the men turned
attention to Rose, lashing her in similar wise at Barcus' sldo.
Standing just above the water-line- ,
with every sign of complete calm and
sanity other than that ominous flickering in her eyes, Judith superintended
the business till its conclusion, then
waved the men away.
servants,
Quietly, like
they turned their backs and marched
well-traine-

off.

And again, after a brief wait, the
woman laughed her short and mirth-

since it was, of course,
uuiu Amu nocu tut; mot
before Alan
I.arcus was
lielled him in turn up to the beach.
And as this happened the last blood-re- d
rim of the sun was washed under
vu:.tj

w

d

by

the waves.

RESTAURANT

NO. L A. F.
om
A. M. Regular

LODGE

CHAPMAN

A

inun'eatlon tint tad
tlrd Thuraday in

less laugh.
"The tide will he high," she said,
"precisely at sunset. You may time
your lives by that. When the sun dips
into the sea, then will your Uvea go
down with it."
She turned on her heel and strode
swiftly away, with not so much as a
backward glance, overtook her men,
and passed quickly from sight around
the farther point of rocks.
For some time Barcus struggled
amiy witn his nonas, as tor nose,
(To be Continued)
she wasted no strength in struggling
perhaps had none to waste. When he
looked her way he Baw her crquisite
"Its an Insane idea not to recogprofile unmarred by any line of fear or nize labor unions," said John Wana- doubt, sharply relieved against the maker before the trotted. States com- darkness of the rising flood. Her Jevel mission on industrial relations.

It is said that the horses from the
western states, sturdy, reliable and efficient animals, are more in demand
by the English cavalry officers than
the famed ones from the KentuAty
blue graBs region.
Needless to state, the biggest exportation of mules for war purposes
is not from Kansas, but from Mis
souri.

II. Bally, Treasurer.

t

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the

ago and brings to the front again the
famous Kansas, Southern and Gulf
railway. The title of the ca?e is W.
F. Challis and the City of Westmoreland, Kan., vs. O. J, Collman, J. F.
Smith, S. C. Smith and C. E. Morris.
The cityi sues for $13,000, alleging
that is the value of the road between
Blaine and Westmoreland, which the
defendants agreed to operate for a
certain number of years. It is claimed the road was abandoned in 19u9.
This road has been the 'subject of
more newspaper publicity than many
roads having many times its mileage.
It has been In financial difficulties for
several years. 'At one time it was
thought that this 12 mile stretch of
road would prove the ibeginning of a
great trunk line reaching from Yank
ton to the gulf coast.

should be nibbed in thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will be
prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
OF STARS

Washingtn, Dec. 17. An instrument
so delicate that it records the heat of
stars has been compretoa ey one of
Uncle Sam's scientists in the bureau
In
of standards. With his
strument ho has founn imt that the
heat of the North Star, as the rays
fall on one square millimeter, if ab
sorbed and conserved continuously,
would require a period of 1,000,000
years to raise the temperature of one
gram of water one degree centigrade.
AIsq, he has figured out that if the
heat of all Known stars were cout-en- -

IGEAL

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 P. m. Visiting brothers
and Ladiea always welcome. O. L.
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
1011
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. Mi
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
102 MeetB every Monday night to
O. R. C. hall, on Douglaa avenue
work, it would
take between one and two centuries
- The rays- pt the-ftuwill do it In one minute. The inventor
of this web-likinstrument Is W. W.
Coblentze, who took It out to the famous Lick observatory in California
and placed it In the telescope to test
it. He made accurate measurements
of the heat of 112 celestial bodies, including 105 stars; and they were the
first extensive series' of such measurements ever taken. So delicate are the
parts of the Instrument that it had to
be constructed under a microscope.
And so sensitive is it to heat that Mr.
Coblentze says It will register the
presence of a candle light 53 miles

trated upon the sama

e
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No.
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1:41 p. a
11:11 p, g
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Arrive
No.

The Westmoreland Road
away.
An amended petition was field in the
federal court of Nebraska a few days RK2

HEAT

C.

b.othera cordially in- - MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
ittea. Guy It Cary. W. M., H. S. Van
Lcve at C R. C. hall, on the second
Pettea. Secretary.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m. J. a Nelspnv Consul; CL
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
Red- - Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
S u'ar conclave second Tue- - cal Deputy. Visiting members are esdey tn each mcntb at Ma pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, B. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorder. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets aocfnd aatf
fourth Thursday
evening caci
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo brothers cordially invited Howard Tj
cation first Monday In each Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
month at M atonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COU
CIL NO. 804 Meets second an
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre-fourth Thursday, in O, It C. hall
t&47 tary.
Pioneer bunldlng. VlBitinp meniberi
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. are
cordially invited. Colbert C
4. Meets every Monday evening at Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
GEO. H. HUNKER
brethern cordially invited to attend.
A. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
Attorney.
V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
C. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
Cemetery Trustee.
Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave.
Calls answered day or night.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
OR. F. . HUXMANN
month Elks' home on Ninth street
Oentlut
and Douglaa avenue. Visiting brothers
Dental work of any decriytiom t
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springmoderate prices
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, SeRoom
Block. Office Pho
Center
1,
cretary,
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41

News.

MEASURING

o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. J, T. Buhler, Prei
dent; Mrs. J. T, Buhler, Secretary;

S
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No,

No.

Depart

1:10 p. ru
:tt P
1:35 a. ro
1:4 a. &
. m..... 4:Si p.
1:20
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t.ti

No.

Best For Kidneys Say Doctor
Dr. 3. T. R. Neal, Greenville, .So.
CarrM? thaCln his 80 years of "experience he has found no preparatioTi
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
Pills. In 60c and $1.00 sizes. Best yo
can buy for backache, rheumatism,
kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug S"tore.
Adv.

PLENTY OF WATER
Petrograd's water
supplywhich yesterday was reported
to have been out off, owing to the
blocking of the Neva river conduits
by ice, has been restored, according
to a telegram from the Russian capi
tal to Hutger's Telegram company.
London, Dec. 17.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross. Vice-Pres- t.
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.Donald Steward,
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Two minutes later the lifeboat was
Iame back may come from overafloat, and"Mr. Barcus, already recovwith
was
the
flywheel work, cold settled In th muscles of
ered,
laboring
of the motor, stimulated to supreme the back, or from disease. In the two
exertion by the sight of a party, led by former cases the right remedy Is
Judith, racing madly down the beach. BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It

But It was not until well out from
shore and on the way to the safety
promised by the mainland now readily discernible on the horizon that
any one of them found time for speech.
Then Mr. Barcus straightened up
from hit assiduous attentions to the
motor, and observed;
"You bear a charmed life, my adventurous friend. I want to tell you
that when I Baw you go over that cliff
I made up my mind your usefulness
would be at least permanently impaired. As it Is, I don't mind telling
you that if ever I get out of this affair
alive, I'm going to have a try at your
life myself, just once, for luck!"

0F1

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BK8T GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

SACRAMENTO

o

chal-Jang-

' ;C

1T0

gently.
"I'm sorry," he snid which was not
at all what he had meant to say, "I've
IS BEING PERFECTdone my best. I suppose it's wrong AGREEMENT
ED WITH THE WESTERN
to give up but they've made it too
much for me, tbiB time."
PACIFIC RAILWAY
"I know," she said gently.
"You" he stammered "you're not
San
Cal., Dc. 17. It is

afraid?"
"There is nothing to fear," she said,
but death. . . ."
"Then," he Bald more bravely, after
a time the water now wai near his
chin "good-bgood luck!"
"Not yet, dear friend," she returned,
not yet."
But the sun was perilously close
upon the rim of the world. But a little
time, and it wculd be night.
He closed his eyes to shut out the
vision of its Blow, Implacable descent.
The water was now almost level
with his lips; It seemed strange that

LOOBY

tnm

,

She turned her head and found the
heart to smile. "Itose," she corrected

r
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WHAT YGU WANT

AO
SELL WHAT YCO

CLASSIF1ED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT EOT the particular thing Is worth

BjIfiMtT

among those who

most

TUB PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.

"cob-web-

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) boohs, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of nsefuness of any sort, musical Instru-

ments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

let results and ETEHYBODT'S

SATIS-

if

LAS VEQAI DAILY OPTIC.

PHOTOPLAY

LET US HAVE YOUR CHRISTMAS ORDER
TURKEYS

HUNT'S DELICIOUS FRUITS
STYLE FRUIT CAKE
RUSSIAN

OXFORD FRUIT CAKES

FANCY

"If I Were Young Again," a
Selig picture fantasie in two
Split-ree- l
Reel3.
Biograph
Comedies, "Henpeck Gets a
Night Off," and "A Fowl
Deed." 14th Episode of Perils
of Pauline.

MINCE MEAT

TOMATOES

ALLEGRETTI
SHELLED PECANS, WALNUTS AND ALMONDS
A SPLENDID LINE OF CHRIST- CHOCOLATES "AND FRUITS

1--

On everything in

the Store

HEAD LETTUCE

SPECIALS IN WINDOW
PAGE

CAULIFLOWER
GREEN1

NEWS

LOCAL
Coal and wood.

Telephone

BEANS

511 6th St.

WAX BEANS
BELL PEPPERS

Adv.
BRUSSELS

sure and visit Murpney'a Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.

SPROUTS

Be

Coal' and wood.

we will sell Good Cooking Eggs

2jc per

47.

dozen

Knights and Ladies

Grocer

will not

BE

Extrava.ga.rvt

IF PURCHASED

AT OUR STORE

and household goods generally last' a

Gifts of furniture

are at a disadvantage on account of our
not
yet being completed and will give a libermodeling
al discount on everything in our store. You will save

life time. We

re-

money here.

j

;. ,

f

,1.

(

C. JOHNSEN

r

H. YORK
Grocer and Baker

club

Filadelfo Baca, assistant superintendent of ublic Instruction in New the work are invited to attend.
Mexico, was a visitor at the Normal
Order your revenue cancellors now. University today. He showed great Work at the court house is proceed
interest in the dork being done, being
Optlo Pub. Co.
ing merrily. A gang of men under
especially pleased with the classes in thq direction of Richard W. Smith,
Finch's Golden Weddmg Rye, aged Spanish.
who' is the contractor, Is busily at
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
work tearing down the front wall of
B. P. Williams; a brother of M, R.
ynu. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
tha o.mmtv clerk's office, the south
Wllfiatas; superintendent of the bridgti vest corner room. The entire office
Shoes, hose, leggings, gloves; any and building department of the Santa will
be remodeled and enlarged. Two
or all 'would make a fine Christmas Fe railroad, himself a railroad man,
extra vaults will be put in and the
present. See our window. Hedgcock's. is in the Santa Fe railroad hospital Ipresent one enlarged. The sheriffs
Adv.
with blood poisoning in the leg. Wil- 'office has been- - moved to the southliams' condition is not dangerous. He east corner and the county clerk will
The sweetest and purest candy In is ' doing nicely, say the hospital of- .have' the
space thus left vacant, his
''
the city at Murphey's Drug Store, In ficials.
."
office being extended across the hall
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes
which will be closed.
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
According to the report of Volun
teer Observer Lewis of the Normal
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
The Royal Neighbors of America University the minimum temperature
of the New Mexico Normal Univer
will meet tonight at 7:30 o'clock in last night was higher than it has been
has received a letter from J.
the O. R. C. hall. All members are or the past few days. Ten degrees sity,
of the AlbuE. Goodell, president
was the lowest the thermometer rec
urged to be present.
Business
challenging
college,
querque
orded.
The maximum yesterday was the Normal teams to a double header
3C5 comfortable evenings in a pair 39
'
degrees. The weather was warm
of basketball. The - challenge
of those Comfy slippers for women, today, giving the impression that the game
from the Albuquerque school is for
to be bad at Hedgcock's; 85o a pair. old snap is passing' over.
'a contest between the girls' teams and
Adv.
one between the boys' teams. Dr.
Night Officer Tierce Murphy says Roberts announces that he will ac
Seventeen quart enamel dish pan. the report that there was music on
the challenge of the Duke City
Good quality uniform gray mottling Railroad avenue after midnight Satur- cept
and will schedule the
aggregations
on hea.vy steel base. Strong handles. day night is untrue, ' He says he was
A remarkable value.
Sale price, 40c. patrolling the street and did not see
F. J. Gehring. Adv.
or hear anything In 'the line of disturbance at that tima He heard of
Men's, women's and children's slip the window smashing practically impers in designs and materials many. mediately after it occurred and got
Just the thing for a Christmas present on the job at once.
or every day remembrance. Get them
at Hedgcock's. Adv.
The United States civil service commission has announced seven examiSanta Fe train No. 1 was two hours nations that will occur on January 20,
and 20 minutes behind schedule time 1915. They are for the following poSHOPPING PAYS
today when It reached Las Vegas.
sitions: Junior railway civil engineer,
junior telegraph and ' telephone engiWriting paper. Can you imagine a neer, junior railway electrical engi
more acceptable gift than .1 great big
neer, junior railway signal engineer;
beautiful box of writing paper? Mur junior railway mechanical engineer,
$5.85 for $10.00 Leather Seat
phey has the most stylish and best junior railway structural engineer, all
Adv.
in
the
Rocker.
city.
quality
jfor males only and all paying a
a
from
$720Mo $1,680
ranging
The condition of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. :year. There will also be an examina$4.95 for $7.50 Fumed or Early
Ryan, who have been 111 for some
on the same date for the position
English broad seat Rocker.
tion
time, was reported today to be satis- .of inspector of shoes and leather
factory. They likely will spend the (male) at a salary of $5.04 per diem.
$5.25 to $8.50
Real Leather
winter at St. Anthony's sanitarium.
Any persons desiring further particuGolden Oak Rockers.
lars concerning these examinations
The Las Vegaa Medical society met should "see Oscar' TJnberg, the local
$9.85 for
polished oak Piano
last night at the residence of Dr. W. representative" 'of the commission.''
Benches with compartment
E. Kaser. Some Important business
for sheet1 music.
was transacted, among which-- . was the
The armory is being overhauled
election of officers for the ensuing completely, and the building is being
year. The following men were chosen horoughly cleaned from basement to
$4.85 for $6.85 golden oak Teleto lead the society: Dr. w-- E. Kaser,
Everything is being put in
jroof.
phone Table and Stool.
Dr. William , Howe, vice shape in contemplation of a visit by
president;
Dr.
F.
H.
Crail, secretary jAdjutant General Herring, who is at
president;
$3.65 for $5.50 Reed Rockers.
and treasurer; Dr. William R. Tipton, present visiting the armories of the
$4.95 for $7.50 Morris Chair.
Dr. E. B. Shaw and Dr. C. S. Losey, 'Btate.
There will be a special drill
$8.50 for $14.50 Morris Chair.
censors.
for Company H tonight at which Sergeant Burns, U. S. A:, The national
$32.50 for $50.00 genuine LeathTomorrow morning, commencing at guard drillmaster, will be present.
er Mahogany
Parlor
11 o'clock, there will be SmTespecial The drill will be
to
devoted
specially
Suite.
the
of
children
four
exercises by
the
Instruction In the school of soldier
lower grades of the New Mexico Nor- squad and company, and the nomen$55.00 for $85.00 Genuine Leath-- ,
mal University in the chapel of the clature of rifle and pistol. There will
state institution. These will be under be another special drill tomorrow
er
Parlor Suite. Worth
the auspices of the Philomathean Lit- night at which there will be a review
Seeing.
erary society. Mrs. Freda Frank Ap- of former drills, modern hygiene, the
pel will read a selection. The public care of health and first aid to the in
Thousands of Other Remarkable
of Las Vegas is cordially invited to jured. All members of the company
Christmas Offerings
attend.
are urgently requested to toe present.
Morrow,
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For our flour
bake

cer- -

deliciously,

surprised and delight
ed how easy It is to he a good

You'll h

baker with our flour. Why don't
you try it?

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills
A
At

the Home

Of The Best Of

Everyig Eatable

Don't forget to leave your
order here for
XM AS TURKEY'F
Quality Always the Best
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

MAN ONCE CONDEMNED TO HANG
IS ACQUITTED
ON SECOND

"

TRIAL

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 17. Claude
convicted in June, 1913 of
first degree murder for the shooting
of his firBt cousin and bosom friend,
Edward Gilliland at Chama, December 17, 1913, and sentenced to hang
July 25, 1913, was acquitted in tne
district court for San Juan county
yesterday after the jury was out 22
hours.
Cooley barely escaped the . noose.
The supreme court ordered a re trial,
change of venue 'being taken from Rio
Arriba county. Gilliland was shot
through the head in bed In the room
jointly occupied by himself and Cooley
following a dance, which both attended. Cooley, who had beeip drinking,
claimed he knew nothing following the
time he went to the room until he
found himself In jail.
M. Cooley,

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

r

vative Bank.

ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Do you wish Special Equipment

or Color in your 1915 Ford?
We will have another carload shipped fi'om the factory, In a few days.
Place your order now and get just
what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xraas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

sal-jar- y

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
rmiH,
G'OH O OfJ
I

ESCAPES N008E

i

MOEY.

SWASTIKA COAL

111

A

TILL CHRISTMAS

G &H L

1 1

Only

&

.

Sewing

Mrs.

!l Id

CLAUDE

AUTO 8TAGE
Automohne stage line to "Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
Leave
m., arriving Mora 9:45
Mora 4 p. ra. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
m
Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
Round trip tickets goo for one
$3.
There will be a meeting tomorrow week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
of the ladies who are interested in
More than 75 per cent of Amsrica
sewing for the German poor. This
Inspection laws were es- miners are working under union con
Factory
will occur at the home of Mrs. Bern- tablished in Switzerland in 1877.
ditions.
hardt Appel. All ladies interested in

Jackson.

GIFTS
situ special

Adv.

will meet with

Your

t

J.

Main

-

Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
your Christmas gift problems. Adv.

The Cash

IKE DAVIS

Telephone

Phone Vegas 114

Tonight at the Mutual theater installment No. 14 of the Million
inMystery will he shown. This
stallment hears the sub-titl-e
by Secret Service." It Is said to
b6 a thrilling chapter of tie Interesting story.

FANCY NAVAL ORANGES

Old Taylor WhlsRey and Sberwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

this week

of

UN-

CO.

Joseph Suhl,
Tomorrow "morning
who has been division foreman at the
local round house of the Santa Fe
railroad for a considerable length of
G.
time, will be succeeded by Thomas
assistant
was
who
formerly
Evans,

night foreman in, the railroad shops
at LaJunta, Colo. Mr. Suhl in all
Rahas
clerk
probability will be transferred to
The office of the county
in
Las
Issued a marriage license to Geroni- ton. His many warm friends
mo Maes, aged 23, and Hilaria Lopez, Vegas will feel his departure from
this city as a personal loss.
aged 23, both of Las Vegas.

j

Main

AND

FURNITURE
DERTAKING

47.

For the bal .nce

except-

ing Christmas

CELERY
,

Store

OFF

3

MAS CANDIES.

STEARNS'

games for some time shortly followa
ing the Christmas vacation. The
The
will occur in Las Vegas.
Normal University girls' team journey
ed to Albuquerque to play the Business College last year. On that occasion the Duke City won after a hard
fought game. Th wearers of the
purple and white are confident of vic
tory this year.
eon-test-

Tonight

LETTUCE

CELERY

OYSTERS

CHICKENS

DECEMBER 17, 1914.

THURSDAY,

.........

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

.ft; 3L
r iiWW

MAJESTIC MALLEABLE
RANGES
An old fashioned

8'

it

HFB.

CD.

id
re

u

u

VJ

i

5T.UUIS. U

a,

:

lgMMF5.Ca.

ST.UHUS.

CO. STORE

F. J.WESNFR

At Whalen

P

,

o

Easy terms.

o
1:

THC GrSCAT MAJESTIC

'

LUDWID

Installments

WM. ILFELD
Phone Main 379

Everything In Furniture
Hardware.

and

"THE
PRIVATE

SECRETARY'S"

Always Get Our Prices

Before Buyinjj

is

RANGE,
modern,
will last a lifetime, save toil,
time, trouble, worry, repairs and
fuel, give quick, dependable results, hot water in abundance.

H
'l

e

H about at good for cooking as
X most of the
cheap
n "ranges."
They are usually
made to sell not to bake.
J
A
MALLEABLE
MAJESTIC
Jj

n(J)

o

fire-plac-

IRON

Garage.

0

;

i

'.'

n

Elsewhere

BIG

FREE DELIVERY

IS THIS:

Big Stock of Toys

THAT THE ENTIRE UNRESERV-

ED SECTION

Toy Wagons 15o to $2.50 each.
75c to $8.50 each.
Toy
Toy Chairs and Rockers, 35o to
$3.50 each.
Toy Bicycles, Tricycles and lots
of good things.

HOUSE

Go-Car-

i

SURPRISE

OF THE

WILL

BE

OPERA
THROWN

t4

D

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC AT

REM EMBER THESE SEATS ARE NOT

mm

Opposite the

RESERVED, FIRST
SEATS.

FURNITURF

COMIT

Y. M. C. A.

1Q

COME-BES- T

o

